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1 Introduction
This write-up contains most of the technical proofs (some sketch but mostly in details) for the two
BAB papers. For full details of all the proof, please see [1] and [2]. Some proofs are reordered and
regrouped in order to help to understand of the proof of main results and also reduce the length of
the proof. Also, some motivation, such as why the lemma is formulated as it is, is given (mostly in
step 0 of the proof).
I would like to thank Professor Caucher Birkar for his help for answering countless questions from
me and explaining the motivation behind things.
All varieties here are assumed to be quasi-projective over a fixed algebraically closed field of char-
acteristic zero. Also N here denotes the set of positive integers. Here we first state all the main
theorems in the two BAB papers. The definition will be given in the next section.
Theorem 1.1 (BAB). Let d ∈ N and ǫ > 0. Then the set of projective varieties X such that
(X,B) is ǫ-lc of dimension d for some boundary B and −(KX +B) is nef and big, form a bounded
family.
Theorem 1.2 (Effective Birationality). Let d ∈ N and ǫ > 0, then there exists m(d, ǫ) ∈ N such
that if X is any ǫ-lc weak fano variety of dimension d, then | −mKX | defines a birational map.
Theorem 1.3. Let d ∈ N and ǫ, δ > 0. Then the set of X such that there is a boundary B with
(X,B) ǫ-lc of dimension d, B big, KX +B ∼R 0 and |B| ≥ δ, forms a bounded family.
Theorem 1.4. Let d, p ∈ N and R ⊂ [0, 1] be a finite set of rationals, then there exist n(d, p,R) ∈ N
such that if (X ′, B′ +M ′) projective generalised lc of dimension d, B′ ∈ Φ(R), pM b-Cartier, X ′
fano type and −(KX′ +B
′+M ′) is nef, then KX′ +B
′+M ′ has a n-complement KX′ +B
′++M ′
with B′+ ≥ B′.
Theorem 1.5. Let d ∈ N and R ⊂ [0, 1] be a finite set of rationals, then there exist n(d,R) ∈ N
such that if (X,B) a lc pair of dimension d, with a contraction X → Z with dimZ > 0, B′ ∈ Φ(R),
X Fano type over Z and −(KX +B) is nef over Z. Then for any z ∈ Z, there is a n-complement
KX +B
+ for KX +B over z with B
+ ≥ B
Theorem 1.6. Let d ∈ N and R ⊂ [0, 1] be a finite set of rationals. Consider (X ′, B′ +M ′) as in
1.4 that are exceptional, then all such (X ′ +B′) form a log bounded family.
Theorem 1.7. Let d, r ∈ N and ǫ > 0 a real number. Then there exists t(d, ǫ) > 0 such that
if (X,B) is a projective ǫ-lc pair of dimension d and A := −(KX + B) is nef and big, then
lct(X,B, |A|R) > t
Theorem 1.8. Let d, r ∈ N and ǫ > 0 a real number. Then there exists t(d, r, ǫ) > 0 such that
if (X,B) projective ǫ-lc of dimension d and A very ample with A − B ample and Ad ≤ r, then
lct(X,B, |A|R) > t.
1
2 Preliminary
2.1 Some Definitions
Here we list a few basic definitions for the minimal model program. For more detailed treatment
please see [1] and [7]. We assume the reader is familiar with standard definition involved in the
minimal model program.
1. A contraction is a projective morphism f : X → Y such that f∗OX = OY , in particular f has
connected fibres.
2. Hyperstandard sets: For R ⊂ [0, 1], we define Φ(R) := {1 − rn |r ∈ R, n ∈ N}. If R is a finite
set of rationals then Φ(R) is a DCC set with only accumulation point 1.
3. Divisors: We use the usual definition of (Cartier) divisor, Q (Cartier) divisors, R (Cartier)-
divisors. For a divisor M =
∑
i aiMi, Mi prime divisors, we define M
≥a :=
∑
i,ai≥a
aiMi. Also we
write M ≥ a if ai ≥ a ∀i. Similar definition can be made for ≤, <,>. Also we define ∼,∼Q,∼R
and their relative version in the usual sense. Also for R-divisor M, we define linear system |M | :=
{N ≥ 0|N ∼ M} and H0(M) := {f ∈ K(X)|(f) +M ≥ 0}. Also define the R linear system of M
to be |M |R := {N ≥ 0|N ∼R M}. Given a morphism Y → X, we usually denote AY to mean the
pull-back of A to Y where A is a divisor on X. If B is a divisor on Y , we usually denote BX to
be its push forward to X. We have the following lemma due to Hironaka resolution of singularities
which is used in the proof of Effective Birationality very often.
Lemma 2.1. ([1] 2.6) X normal variety and M a R-Cartier R divisor. Let f : Y → X a projective
birational morphism with Y normal and let MY := f
∗M . and let F be fixed part of |M | and FY be
fixed part of |MY |. Then clearly we have f∗|MY | = |M | and f∗FY = F . Furthermore, we have if f
is a sufficiently high resolution, |MY − FY | is base point free.
4. (X,B) is called a sub pair if X is normal variety, B a R divisor such that KX+B is R-Cartier.
B is called a boundary if B ≤ 1. (X,B) is called a pair if B ≥ 0. We define the notion of lc klt plt
dlt same as most places. ([1],2.8). We say D, a divisors over X, is a non-klt place if a(D,X,B) ≥ 0
and centre of D on X is called a non-klt centre.
5. Let (X,B) be a pair with a contraction X → Z, we say (X,B) is log fano over Z if −(KX+B)
ample over Z, we say it is weak log fano over Z if −(KX +B) is nef and big over Z. If Z is a point
we omit over Z. When we don’t mention B, we assume B = 0. We also define X fano type over Z
if (X,B) is klt weak log fano over Z for some choice of B. This is clearly equivalent to there exist
Γ big /Z such that (X,Γ) klt and KX + Γ ∼R 0/Z.
Furthermore, if X is fano type over Z, we can run an MMP on any divisors D and the MMP will
terminate because it is the same as running MMP on KX +(Γ+
1
ND) and (Γ+
1
ND) is big and the
pair has klt singularities for sufficiently large N . Also note that outcome of MMP is also a fano
type variety over Z due to the following fact: ([1],2.12) If X fano type and X → Y a contraction
with dimY > 0, then Y is also fano type.
6. When X is Q-factorial fano type variety, we can firstly run a MMP on −KX which ends with
X ′ a weak fano variety. Now since abundance hold for fano type, −KX′ is semi-ample, hence defines
a birational contraction X ′ → X ′′. Now X ′′ is a fano variety since −KX′′ is ample because it is the
pullback of ample divisor along a finite map (we construct the contraction defined by −KX′ using
stein factorization theorem).
2
2.2 Generalised Pairs
Here we define Generalised pairs and discuss some of its properties.
Definition 2.2. A generalised pair is given as (X ′, B′ +M ′) where X ′ is a normal variety with a
projective morphism X ′ → Z, B′ ≥ 0 an R divisor on X ′ and b-R-Cartier b-divisor represented by
some projective birational morphism X → X ′ and R-Cartier M on X such that M is nef/Z and
M |X′ = M
′, and KX′ + B
′ +M ′ is R-Cartier. When Z is a point we say the pair is projective.
Note since M is defined birationally, we can always replace X by a log resolution and replace M
by its pullback.
Now we can define singularities by: Replace X
φ
−→ X ′ by a log resolution of (X ′, B′), then
we can write KX + B + M = φ
∗(KX′ + B
′ + M ′). For a prime divisor D on X, we define
a(D,X ′B′+M ′) := 1−µD(B). We say (X
′, B′+M ′) is generalised klt (lc, ǫ-lc)if a(D,X ′B′+M ′) > 0
(≥ 0, ≥ ǫ). We say (X ′, B′ +M ′) generalised dlt if it is generalised lc and (X ′, B′) is dlt and all
non-klt centre of (X ′, B′+M ′) is a non-klt centre of (X ′, B′), when ⌊B′⌋ is irreducible, we say it is
generalised plt. We can define generalised lc threshold similarly. We also have a similar statement
for connectedness principle when −(KX′ +B
′+M ′) is nef and big over Z. Also when (X ′, B′+M ′)
is generalised klt and −(KX′ +B
′ +M ′) is nef and big, then X ′ is fano type.
2.3 Q-Factorial Dlt Model, Extraction of Divisors and Plt Blowup of Pairs and
Generalised Pairs
1. We construct Q-factorial dlt model for a lc-pair (X,B). Similar argument works for generalised
pair. Let (X,B) be a lc-pair. Let W
φ
−→ X be a log resolution of (X,B), let Σ := B∼ +
∑
iEi
where Ei are all exceptional prime divisors. Note by lc, we have KW + Σ = φ
∗(KX + B) + G,
where G :=
∑
i a(Ei,X,B)Ei ≥ 0. Now run a MMP on KW +Σ over X, we reach a model Y
ψ
−→ X
such that KY + ΣY is a limit of movable divisors over X (i.e. after we have done all divisorial
contractions). We claim GY = 0: Indeed we have GY ∼R KY + ΣY /X, which implies GY ≤ 0 by
generalised negativity. This means that KY +ΣY = ψ
∗(KX +B) and in particular Y is Q-factorial
dlt by construction and all exceptional divisors of ψ appear as coefficient 1 in ΣY , we call (Y,ΣY )
is a Q-factorial dlt model for (X,B).
2. Small Q-factorization and plt blow up. Note if (X,B) is klt, running above argument gives
a small klt Q-factorisation of (X,B). If in addition X is Q-factorial, then the above process will
simply give X, since there are no non-isomorphic small contraction between Q-factorial varieties).
3. Extraction of divisors: If (X,B) is klt and we have a(D,X,B) = ǫ > 0, then we can by
subtracting a(D,X,B)D from Γ above we can make sure Γ is not contracted and hence get a
birational morphism Y → X that only extract D, (i.e. the only exceptional divisor is D). We refer
to this as a extraction of divisor D.
4. plt blowup: Assume (X,B) lc but not klt and (X, 0) is Q-factorial klt. First we can obtain
(Y,BY ) a Q-factorial dlt model of (X,B) with KY + BY = φ
∗(KX + B), where φ : Y → X.
Now let ΓY to be exceptional divisor of φ. Running an MMP on KY + ΓY over X end with X
by (2). By construction we have ΓY ≤ BY . Now replacing (Y,BY ) with the domain of the last
divisorial contraction of the MMP gives a birational morphism Y → X contracting only one divisor
T, a component of ⌊BY ⌋ where KY + BY is pullback of KX + B. Furthermore, (Y, T ) is plt and
−(KY + T ) is ample over X by construction, we call such Y a plt blowup of (X,B).
3
2.4 Bounded Families of Pairs and Subvarieties
For the definition of a bounded family of varieties or log bounded family of couples, please see [1].
Here we introduce some important property that we will need. The general principle is that any
numerical data of bounded family are bounded and most birational modification of bounded family
are still bounded. We use the standard notation that we assume Vi → Ti gives a bounded family
given by the fibers.
1. Criteria for boundedness: Let P be a set of couples of dimension d. P is log bounded if and
only if there exist r ∈ N such that for any (X,D) ∈ P, ∃A very ample on X such that Ad ≤ r and
Ad−1D ≤ r.
2. Boundedness of log resolution and Q-factorial dlt models: Let P be a bounded family of
couples of dimension d, then we can choose log resolution φ :W → X for (X,D) ∈ P such that the
set of (W,DW ) form a bounded family, where DW := D
∼ + exc/X. The same hold for Q-factorial
dlt models. (Consider taking log resolution of the family and apply induction on dimension)
3. Boundedness of numerical invariant of KX : If P is a bounded family, then most numerical
property of KX is bounded, e.g. Take a very ample divisor, A, as in (1), then A
d−1KX is bounded
from above and below. (Consider very ample divisor on V and KV )
4. Boundedness of Cartier index :Let P be a bounded set of couples of dimension d. Then there
exist I(P) ∈ N such that if X has klt singularities and M ≥ 0 a integral Q-Cartier divisor such
that (X,SuppM) ∈ P, then IKX , IM are both Cartier.
Now also let r ∈ N, then there exist J(d, r) ∈ N such that: Assume further to above, we have L
nef integral divisor such Ad−1L ≤ r and A is very ample Ad ≤ r (exist since X is bounded), then
JL is Cartier.
2.5 Exceptional and Non-Exceptional Pairs
Let (X ′, B′ +M ′) be a projective generalized pair such that KX′ + B
′ +M ′ + P ′ ∼R 0 for some
P ′ ≥ 0. We say it is non-exceptional (strongly non-exceptional) if there exist such P ′ such that
(X ′, B′ + P ′ +M ′) is not generalised klt (lc). We have an obvious lemma that helps to keep track
of exceptionality.
Lemma 2.3. Let X → X ′,X ′′ be 2 projective morphism M a divisor on X. Assume we have
(X ′, B′ +M ′) and (X ′′, B′′ +M ′′) 2 generalised pair, and we have (KX′ +B
′ +M ′)|X ≤ (KX′′ +
B′′ +M ′′)|X . If (X
′, B′ +M ′) is exceptional, then so is (X ′′, B′′ +M ′′).
2.6 Complements
Here we define complements for pairs. Let (X,B) be a pair where B is a boundary and let X → Z
be a contraction, let T := ⌊B⌋,∆ := B − T . A n-complement of KX +B over z ∈ Z is of the form
KX + B
+, such that over some neighbourhood of z, we have (X,B+) is lc, n(KX + B
+) ∼ 0 and
nB+ ≥ nT + ⌊(n+ 1)∆⌋. Clearly if all condition are satisfied except the last condition but we have
B+ ≥ B then KX +B
+ is also a n-complement. In this case we have n(B+ −B) is an element in
| −n(KX +B)| over z. We can also extend this definition to generalised pairs. Instead of requiring
n(KX +B
+) ∼ 0, we require n(KX′ +B
′+ +M ′) ∼ 0 and nM is b-Cartier. We have the following
useful lemma to keep track of complements.
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Lemma 2.4. 1. Let (X ′, B′ + M ′) with data X
φ
−→ X and M on X, and (X ′′, B′′ + M ′′) be 2
generalised pair. Assume (by replacing X), X
φ
−→ X ′,X
ψ
−→ X ′′ be a common resolution such that
ψ∗M =M
′′.Suppose further that φ∗(KX′ +B
′ +M ′) + P = ψ∗(KX′′ +B
′′ +M ′′) for some P ≥ 0,
then if (X ′′, B′′ +M ′′) has a n-complement, then so does (X ′, B′ +M ′).
2. Let (X ′, B′+M ′) be a generalised pair. Assume X ′ 99K X ′′ be a partial MMP on −(KX′ +B
′+
M ′), and let B′′,M ′′ be pushdown of B′,M ′ to X ′′. If (X ′′, B′′ +M ′′) has a n-complement B′′+,
then (X ′B′ +M ′) has a n-complement.
Proof. Clearly 1 implies 2 by basic property of MMP. Let B′′+ ≥ B′′ be a n-complement for
(X ′′, B′′ +M ′′), Consider B′+ := B′ + φ∗(P + ψ
∗(B′′+ − B′′), then by easy computation, we get
nφ∗(KX′ + B
′+ +M ′) = nψ∗(KX′′ +B
′′+ +M ′′) ∼ 0. Hence we get n(KX′ + B
′+ +M ′) ∼ 0 and
(KX′ +B
′+ +M ′) is also generalised lc since (X ′′, B′′+ +M ′′) is generalised lc.
2.7 Potentially Birational Divisors
Let X be a normal projective variety and D a big Q-Cartier Q-divisor on X, we say D is potentially
birational if for any x, y general closed point in X, there is a 0 ≤ ∆ ∼Q (1− ǫ)D for some ǫ ∈ (0, 1)
such that (X,∆) is lc at x with non-klt centre {x} and not klt at y. If D is potentially birational,
then |KX + ⌈D⌉| defines a birational map.
2.8 Volume, Numerical Kodiara Dimension of Divisors
For X be a normal projective variety of dimension d and D a R divisor on X. we define vol(D) :=
lim supm→∞
h0(⌊mD⌋)
md/d!
, we note that vol(D) > 0 if and only if D is big. For D a R-Cartier R divisor
we define the numerical Kodiara dimension, κσ(D), to be −∞ if D not pseudoeffective, and to be
the largest integer r such that lim supm→∞
h0(⌊mD⌋+A)
mr > 0. We have the following two lemmas
which will be used in proof of effective birationality. The following two lemmas essentially follows
from the fact that volume and κσ is essentially invariant for families of varieties defined by fibres
of some morphism.
Lemma 2.5. Let P be a bounded set of smooth projective varieties X with κσ(KX) = 0, then there
exist l ∈ N such that h0(lKX) 6= 0 for all X ∈ P.
Lemma 2.6. Let X be a Q-factorial projective variety with D be such that κσ(D) > 0, then for
any A ample Q-divisor we have limn→∞ vol(mD + A) = ∞. Now further assume X is dimension
d and A is very ample and (X,A) belong to a bounded family P, then for all q > 0, there is a
p(P) ∈ N such that vol(pKX +A) > q.
2.9 Pairs with Large Boundary
The following lemma is extremely important to bounding volumes which are used in both papers.
Lemma 2.7. Let (X,B) be a Q-factorial dlt pair of dimension d and let M a nef Cartier divisor.
Let a > 2d. Then any MMP on KX + B + aM is M -trivial. If M is nef and big Cartier divisor.
Then KX +B + aM is big.
Proof. The MMP is M trivial followings clearly from M is nef and Cartier, and boundedness of
extremal rays. (Hence we can run MMP on KX +B+ aM). It suffices to show KX + aM is big. If
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it is not, then there exists 2d < a′ < a such that KX + a
′M is not pseudo effective. Now running
MMP on KX + a
′M end with a mori fiber space Y → T . Again by boundedness of extremal rays,
we get MY ≡ 0/T , but this contradicts the bigness of MY .
2.10 Consequence of ACC of Log Canonical Threshold
Now we will state and prove 2 lemmas which will be crucial for our construction of complements
in 5.1.
Lemma 2.8. Let d ∈ N and Φ ⊂ [0, 1] be a DCC set. Then there is ǫ > 0 depending only on d,Φ
such that if (X,B) is a lc-projective pair of dimension d, (X, 0) klt, KX +B ∼R 0 and B ∈ Φ and
D a divisor over X with a(D,X,B) < ǫ, then a(D,X,B) = 0.
Proof. Assume the theorem is false and we have ǫi := a(Di,X,B) → 0 and (Xi, Bi) as in the
claim. Since (Xi, 0) klt and we can apply 2.3, we get an birational morphism (maybe ideneity
map) X ′i → Xi extracting only D. Hence let KX′i + B
′
i be the pull back of KXi + Bi where
B′i := B
∼
i +(1− ǫi)Di. Hence replacing Xi by X
′
i and Φ accordingly we can assume Di are divisors
on X. This contracts ACC of log canonical threshold since lct(Di,Xi, Bi) = ǫi → 0.
The next lemma is extremely important in the sense that it allows to replace a DCC set with
a finite set when dealing with complements. We will only state and proof the absolute version, for
relative version, see [1].
Lemma 2.9. Let d, p ∈ N and Φ ⊂ [0, 1] be a DCC set. then there is ǫ(d, p,Φ) > 0 such that
if (X ′, B′ + M ′) is a generalised pair of dimension d, B′ ∈ Φ ∪ [1 − ǫ, 1], pM is b-Cartier, -
(KX′ +B
′+M ′) is a limit of movable divisor and there is 0 ≤ P ′ ∼R −(KX′ +B
′+M ′) such that
(X ′, B′ + P ′ +M ′) is generalised lc and X ′ is fano type then if we let θ′ := B′≤1−ǫ +
⌊
B′>1−ǫ
⌋
,
then run MMP on −(KX′ + θ
′ +M ′) and we end with X ′′, then (X ′, θ′ +M ′) is generalised lc,
the MMP doesn’t contract and component of ⌊θ′⌋,−(KX′′ + θ
′′ +M ′′) is nef and (X ′′, θ′′ +M ′′) is
generalised lc. In particular, if KX′′ + θ
′′ +M ′′ has a n-complement, then so does KX′ +B
′ +M ′
and coefficient of θ′′ lie in some finite set depending only on ǫ,Φ.
We note that the condition of the lemma is clear satisfied if −(KX′ + B
′ + M ′) is nef and
(X ′, B′ +M ′) is non-exceptional. (Since abundance hold for fano type).
6
3 Adjunction
Here we discuss adjunction in various context. This section will form the foundation of the proof of
the theorem in introduction. We will look at divisorial adjunction, adjunction for fibre space and
adjunction for non-klt centres.
3.1 Divisorial Adjunction
Definition 3.1. Let (X ′, B′ +M ′) be a generalised pair with X
φ
−→ X ′ and M. We can assume X
is a log resolution of (X ′, B′). Let S′ be the normalisation of a component of B′ with coefficient 1.
Then we have the following: Write
KX +B +M = φ
∗(KX′ +B
′ +M ′)
and define BS := (B − S)|S and pick MS ∼R M |S . If S
ψ
−→ S′ is the induced morphism, then by
letting BS′ := ψ∗BS and MS′ := ψ∗(MS), we get
KS′ +BS′ +MS′ ∼R (KX′ +B
′ +M ′)|S′
Now we will make some remarks and state some results about this adjunction.
1. It is easy to see that KS + BS +MS = ψ
∗(KS′ + BS′ +MS′). Furthermore, if M = 0, we
obtain the usual divisorial adjunction for pairs. If (X ′, B′+M ′) is generalised lc, then BS′ ∈ [0, 1].
Also it is clear that MS is nef on S, hence we get (S
′, BS′ +MS′) is a generalised pair with data
S
ψ
−→ S′ and MS . Also (S
′, BS′ +MS′) is generalised lc since BS ≤ 1.
2. Although BS′ is determined completely, MS′ is only determined up to R−linear equivalence.
In particular if pM is b-Cartier, then we can choose MS such that pMS is also b-Cartier. Therefore
we can pick MS such that
p(KS′ +BS′ +MS′) ∼ p(KX′ +B
′ +M ′)|S′
3. We have the control on coefficients of BS′ as usual. The proof is by some direct computation
and applying the standard results on coefficients on normal divisorial adjunction.
Lemma 3.2. Let p ∈ N and R ⊂ [0, 1] be a finite set of rationals. Then there exist O ⊂ [0, 1] finite
set of rationals depending only on p,R such that whenever (X ′, B′ +M ′) is generalised lc pair of
dimension d, B′ ∈ Φ(R) and pM is b-Cartier, we have BS′ ∈ Φ(O)
4. Finally we have a similar inversion of adjunction.
Lemma 3.3. Using notation of 3.1, assume further that X ′ is Q-factorial and S′ is a component
of B′ with coefficient 1 and (X ′, S′) is plt. If (S′, BS′ +MS′) is generalised lc, then (X
′, B′ +M ′)
is lc near S′.
Proof. Assume the result doesn’t hold. Firstly by replacing B′ by (1−a)∗S′+aB′ andM ′ by αM ′,
we can reduce to the case that (S′, BS′ +MS′) is klt. Now by letting Σ := B +G+ ǫC,Σ
′ = φ∗Σ,
where ǫ << 1, space0 ≤ G ∼R ǫA+M/X
′ general and A ≥ 0 ample and C ≥ 0 and A+C ∼R φ
∗(H),
H general very ample on X ′, we can derive a contradiction to the standard inversion of adjunction
using the pair (X ′,Σ′). (the idea is to add a little bit of ampleness to M to make it ample over
X ′).
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3.2 Adjunction for Fibre Space
Definition 3.4. Let (X,B) be a projective sub-pair and let f : X → Z be a contraction with
dimZ > 0 such that (X,B) is sub lc near the generic fibre of F , and KX + B ∼R 0/Z. We
define BZ :=
∑
(1 − tD)D where D range over all divisors on Z and tD is the largest such that
(X + B + f∗D) is sub-lc over the generic point of D. Define MZ := LZ − (KZ + BZ), where
KX +B ∼R f
∗LZ . Then we clearly get (so called fibre space adjunction)
KX +B ∼R f
∗(KZ +BZ +MZ)
We will also state some properties of this adjunction.
1. BZ is determined uniquely and MZ is only determined up to R Linear Equivalence class.
2. This definition is compatible with birational morphism. Assume we have X ′
φ
−→ X,Z ′
ψ
−→ Z
where X ′
f ′
−→ Z ′ is a morphism. KX′ +B
′ = φ∗(KX +B), define BZ′ as above for f
′ : X ′ → Z ′ and
define M ′Z := ψ
∗(LZ)−KZ′ −BZ′ and BZ := ψ∗BZ′ ,MZ := ψ∗(MZ′).
3. It is clear from definition that MZ depends only on (X,B) near the generic fibre of f , bira-
tionally. (for precise statement see [1], Lemma 3.5).
4. If (X,B) is lc over the generic point of Z, we have MZ is pseudo-effective. and if B is a
Q−divisor, then MZ is a b-divisor (in the sense in (2)) and MZ′ is nef for Z
′ → Z sufficiently high
resolution. We will omit the proof as it proof uses Hodge theory, which is not the focus of this
paper. However we remark that if (X,B) is lc, then (Z,BZ +MZ) is a generalised pair.
5. Finally we relate singularities in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Suppose there is a prime divisor S on some birational model of X such that a(S,X,B) ≤
ǫ and S vertical over Z, then there is a resolution Z ′ → Z such that BZ′ has a component T with
coefficient ≥ 1− ǫ.
The proof is obvious in the sense that for sufficient high resolution of X ′ → X, we will have B′
contain S as a component and µSB
′ ≥ 1− ǫ, now let T be the image of S on Z ′, a resolution of Z,
then we have by definition µTBZ′ ≥ 1− ǫ.
Next, we will state a theorem about adjunction for fiber space which will be key for the induction
treatment of complements. We will need to control the coefficients ofBZ andMZ to apply induction.
Prop 3.6. ([1],6.3) Let d ∈ N and R ⊂ [0, 1] finite set of rationals. Assume Theorem 1.5 hold in
dimension d. Then there exist q ∈ N and S, such that if (X,B) is a projective lc pair of dimension
d, f : X → Z a contraction with dimZ > 0, KX + B ∼Q 0/Z, B ∈ Φ(R), X is of Fano type over
some non-empty open subset U ⊂ Z with generic point of all non klt centre of (X,B) mapping into
U .
Then we have adjunction
q(K −X +B) ∼ qf∗(kZ +BZ +MZ)
with BZ ∈ Φ(O) and qMZ′ is nef Cartier for any high resolution Z
′ → Z.
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3.3 Adjunction on Non-klt Centre
Here we talk about adjunction on non klt centres which will be very important for induction.
Throughout this subsection, we fix the following
(X,B) a projective klt pair of dimension d, G ⊂ X subvariety with normalisation F , X is Q factorial
near the generic point of G, ∆ ≥ 0 a R-Cartier divisor and (X,B+∆) is lc near generic point of G
and there is a unique non-klt place of this pair whose centre is G. Then we can define the following
definition and proposition (see [1], Construction 3.9).
Definition 3.7. ([1],3.9 - 3.12) In the above setting, there exist ΘF ∈ [0, 1] such that
KF +ΘF + PF ∼R (KX +B +∆)|F
such that the following holds,
1. ΘF well defined and PF defined up to R-linear equivalence. PF is pseudo-effective.
2. If B ∈ Φ, a DCC set, then θF ∈ Ψ, a DCC set which only depends on d and Φ. Furthermore
Φ = Φ(R) for some R ⊂ [0, 1] finite set, then Ψ = Φ(S) for some S ⊂ [0, 1] finite set depending
only on R.
3. Assume M ≥ 0 a Q-Cartier divisor on X with coefficients ≥ 1 and G 6⊂ SuppM , then for
every component D of MF := M |F , we have µD(ΘF +MF ) ≥ 1.
4. Assume that G is a general member of a covering family of subvarities, and (X,B) is ǫ-lc for
ǫ > 0, then there is a boundary BF on F such that KF +BF = (KX +B)|F such that (F,BF ) is
also ǫ-lc and BF ≤ ΘF .
Proof Sketch: (1&2) Let φ : W → X be a log resolution of (X,B+∆) that extract the place above
G. Define Γ := (B +∆)<1 + Supp(B +∆)≥1 and ΓW to be the sum of Γ
∼ and reduced exception
divisor of φ. Run an MMP on (W,ΓW ) over X, we reach a model (Y,ΓY ) such that KY + ΓY is
a limit of movable divisors over X. Now letting NY := ψ
∗(KX + B +∆)− (KY + ΓY ). Applying
negativity lemma and using similar arguments as in 2.3, we get that NY ≥ 0, NY = 0 over U and
(Y,ΓY ) is dlt and is a Q factorial dlt model for (X,B +∆) over U , where U is the largest open set
such that (X,B+∆) is lc , which contain the generic point of G. Moreover, using [1] Lemma 2.33,
we see that there is a unique component S of ⌊ΓY ⌋ mapping onto G and h : S → G is a contraction.
Now apply divisorial adjunction on S we get KS + ΓS +NS ∼R (KY + ΓY +NY ) ∼R 0/F , where
NS := NY |S . (S is not a component of NY as NY = 0 over U). Hence we can apply adjunction for
fiber space for h and get (KS + ΓS + NS) ∼R h
∗(KF + ∆F +MF ), where MF is pseudo-effective
moduli divisor (see 3.4). Summing up, we get
KF +∆F +MF ∼R (KX +B +∆)|F
This is almost what we want except we need to control the coefficient of ∆F only in terms of
coefficient of B, hence we make the following modification.
Let ΣY := B
∼ + exc(ψ) ≤ ΓY by definition. Apply divisorial adjunction, we get KS + ΣS ∼R
(KY + ΣY )|S . and let ΘF be the discriminant part of fibre space adjunction for h for the pair
(S,ΣS). Also let PF be such that KF + ΘF + PF ∼R (KX + B +∆)|F . Then since ΣS ≤ ΓS , we
have ΘF ≤ ∆F , hence PF ∼R ∆F −ΘF +MF which is pseudo-effective, which shows (1). Now (2)
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follows from we have coefficients of ΣS belong to some DCC set depending only on Φ, and using
ACC of lct we get that coefficients of ΘF belong to some fixed DCC set. The second part of (2)
follows from ([1], 6.3).
(3) consider Σ′Y := ΣY +MY , where MY := ψ
∗M and KS + Σ
′
S := (KY + Σ
′
Y )|S . Define Θ
′
F for
replacing ΣY with Σ
′
Y in above construction. We see that µD(θF +MF ) = µD(Θ
′
F ). However coef-
ficients of M ≥ 1, hence if D is a component of MF , then h
∗D is a component of ⌊Σ′S⌋. Therefore,
we see that lct(h∗D,S,Σ′S) ≤ 0 (lct is over the generic point of D), hence µD(Θ
′
F ) ≥ 1 as claimed.
(4) is long so we just briefly sketch it. (Details see [1],3.12) Since G belongs to a bounded family of
covering subvarieties, by 2.4, we can assume G, appears as a fibre of V → T such that the morphism
V → X is surjective. By using some easy modification(take normalisation, then log resolution of V
and T , and then cut the base T by hyper-surface sections) and using that G is general, we obtain
F ′ appear as a general fibre of W → R such that W
φ
−→ X is surjective, generically finite and etale
over φ(ηF ′) and F
′ φ|F ′−−→ G is just F ′
resolution
−−−−−−→ F
normalisation
−−−−−−−−−→ G. Furthermore, by taking higher
resolution we can assume QW ′ = suppφ
∗(P ) is relatively simple normal crossing over some non
empty open set of R′, where P is Cartier on X such that 0 ≥ P ≥ SuppB +XSing. In particular
by generality of G, we have QF ′ := QW ′ |F ′ is a reduced snc divisor. Now let W
′ → W → X to
be the stein factorization for φ, we get W ′ → W is birational and W → X is finite. Hence by
([7], 5.20), we get W,BW sub ǫ-lc hence W
′, B′W sub ǫ-lc, where KW + BW := (KX + B)|W and
KW ′ + BW ′ := (KW +BW )|W ′ . Finally define B
′
F := B
′
W |F ′ (note KW ′ |F ′ = KF ′ by assumption)
and BF is the push forward of BF ′ to F . Hence we get KF + BF = (KX + B)|F . Finally we
note that (W ′, B′W ) sub ǫ-lc, which implies (W
′, B′≥0W ) ǫ-lc, which implies (F
′, B′≥0F ) ǫ-lc (since
supp(B′≥0W ) ⊂ QW ′ by construction and QW ′ reduced snc near F
′), which implies (F,BF ) sub ǫ-lc
as claimed. Finally to show BF ≤ ΘF is just technical so we omit it here.
3.4 Lifting Section from Non-klt Centres
Here we introduce results about lifting sections from non-klt centre which is an important ingredient
for proof in the next section.
Prop 3.8. ([1],3.15) For d, r ∈ N and ǫ ∈ R>0, there exist l ∈ N depending only on d, r, ǫ such
that if assume notation and set-up in 3.7 (4) and assume further that X is Fano of dimension d
and B = 0, ∆ ∼Q −(n + 1)KX for some n ∈ N, h
0(−nrKX |F ) 6= 0, PF is big and for any choice
of PF ≥ 0, (F,ΘF + PF ) is ǫ-lc,then h
0(−lnrKX) 6= 0
We first prove a lemma, which will make the proof a lot cleaner.
Lemma 3.9. Assume notation in 3.7 (4), and PF is big, then if there exist D divisors on birational
model of S such that a(D,S,∆S := ΓS +NS) < ǫ and centre of D on S is vertical over F , then we
can choose PF such that (F,ΘF + PF ) is not ǫ-lc.
Proof. Recall we had (KS + ΓS +NS) ∼R h
∗(KF +∆F +MF ) where ∆F is the discriminant part
and MF is the moduli part, and its clear from construction that ∆F ≥ ΘF ). Applying Lemma 3.5,
we see that there is a resolution F ′ → F such that ∆F ′ will have a component T with coefficient
≥ (1 − ǫ). We can see from definition that PF ∼R ∆F +MF − ΘF and PF ∼R A+ C, where A is
ample and C ≥ 0 as PF is big. The idea of the proof is that if ∆F +MF − ΘF is effective then
we are clearly done. If it is not effective, we can use the ampleness of A to make it effective. The
rigours proof is as following.
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We denote KF ′ +D := (KF +ΘF +C)|F ′ and let A
′ := A|F ′ which is nef and big where F
′ → F is a
high resolution. Now consider t > 0 sufficiently small and pick 0 ≥ L ∼R tA
′+(1− t)MF ′ , then we
get KF ′ +Ω
′ := KF ′ + tD+L+(1− t)(∆F ′) ∼R t(KF +ΘF +PF )|F ′ +(1− t)(KF +∆F +MF )|F ′ ∼R
(KF +ΘF +PF )|F ′ , which is trivial over F . Therefore it is the pullback of its push down to F , say
KF +Ω, by negativity lemma. Hence we get Ω ∼R ΘF +PF .Also note that (F
′,Ω′) is not sub ǫ-lc,
hence (F,Ω) is not ǫ-lc. Its clear that Ω ≥ ΘF since ∆F ≥ ΘF . Therefore we are done by replacing
PF by Ω−ΘF .
Proof of Prop 3.8. Assuming notation in Definition 3.7. We have ψ : Y → X and S ∈ ⌊ΓY ⌋ the
unique component mapping to G. Also let KY +∆Y := ψ
∗(KX +∆) and kS+∆S := (KY +∆Y )|S .
Note that we have ∆Y = ΓY +NY and Supp(∆Y ) = Supp(ΓY )
Firstly, G is an isolated non-klt centre and no components of ⌊∆Y − S⌋ intersect S: Indeed if
not,say T is a component of ⌊∆Y − S⌋ intersecting S,(hence centre of T on X is non klt centre
intersecting G), then there will be a component TS of ⌊∆S⌋ which is contradicts the Lemma 3.9.
Also we can assume that E := ψ∗(−nrKX) is an integral divisor near S since G is general and
we can assume KX and E has bounded Cartier index depending only on ǫ near codimensional one
points of S.
Claim: h1(⌈lE − ⌊ΓY ⌋ −NY ⌉) = 0 for any l ≥ 2. Define L := ⌈lE − ⌊ΓY ⌋ −NY ⌉ − (lE − ⌊ΓY ⌋ −
NY ) ≥ 0, then we see that by above assumption, S is not a component of L and every components
of L is either exceptional over X or supported in NY , which means L is supported in ⌊ΓY ⌋ with
coefficients ≤ 1. Therefore we see that (Y,ΓY −⌊ΓY ⌋+L) is klt since (Y,ΓY ) is dlt. Finally observe
we have
⌈lE − ⌊ΓY ⌋ −NY ⌉ ∼Q KY + ΓY − ⌊ΓY ⌋+ L+ (−lnr + n)ψ
∗KX
and ψ∗(KX) is nef and big, therefore Kawamata Viehweg vanishing, we get the claim.
Using Lemma 2.42 in [1], the fact that Cartier Index of E is bounded near on codimensional one
points of S and ⌊ΓY ⌋+NY −S doesn’t intersect S, we can pick a bounded l such that we following
sequence is exact.
0→ OY (⌈lE − ⌊ΓY ⌋ −NY ⌉)→ OY (⌈lE − ⌊ΓY ⌋ −NY + S⌉)→ OY (⌈lE⌉|S)→ 0
Combining with the claim above, we get
h0(⌈lE − ⌊ΓY ⌋ −NY + S⌉)։ h
0(⌈lE⌉|S)
Since ⌈lE⌉|S = lE|S = h
∗(−lnrKX |F ) where h : S → F , hence we get h
0(⌈lE − ⌊ΓY ⌋ −NY + S⌉) 6=
0, which implies h0(⌈lE⌉) 6= 0 (as −⌊ΓY ⌋ −NY + S ≤ 0), therefore we get h
0(−lnrKX) 6= 0.
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4 Effective Birationality
Now we will look at the first key results of the paper. The next proposition is the main tool where
we will use it to derive contradictions. Although we will prove a much stronger result in theorem
1.8, but we still need this version because the proof of 1.8 is based on the following lemma.
4.1 Boundedness of Singularities in Bounded Family
Prop 4.1. ([1] 4.2) Let ǫ ∈ R≥0 and P be a bounded set of couples. Then there is δ ≥ 0 depending
only on ǫ,P such that if (X,B) is ǫ-lc and (X,Supp(B) + T ) ∈ P for some reduced divisor T,
L ≥ 0 is an R-Cartier R divisor, where L ∼R N for some N supported in T , and N ∈ [−δ, δ], then
we have (X,B + L) is klt.
Proof. We will sketch the proof here. By induction on d, we may assume all varieties in P have
dimension d. (note the proposition is clear if d = 1, we wlog d ≥ 2). Assume the claim is false. Let
φ : W → X be a log resolution of (X,Supp(B)+T ) and let KW+B
′ := φ∗(KX+B), let BW := B
′≥0
and NW := φ
∗N , LW := φ
∗L and TW := φ
∗T . Since X is bounded, we can assume that NW has
coefficients with absolute value less than nδ, where n depends only on P. Using 2.4, we can replace
X,B,N,L, T with W,BW , NW , LW , TW and from now on we will assume (X,Supp(B0+T )) is log
smooth. Furthermore, by using 2.4 again, we can add a large multiple (but only depending on P)
of a very ample divisor on X to T and hence we can assume T is very ample (we need to modify
P accordingly).
Using boundedness of T , we see that T d is bounded above depending only on P, say T d ≤ M ,
then we claim we can take any δ < ǫ/M : Assume not, then we have (X,B + L) is not klt, since
(X,B) is log smooth and ǫ-lc, there exist x ∈ X such that multx(L) ≥ ǫ, but multx(L) ≤ LT
d−1 ≤
N ∗ T d−1 ≤ δT d < ǫ, which is a contradiction.
4.2 From Boundedness of Volume to Bounded Family
In order to apply the above lemma, we need to have a method to create some bounded family. The
following is a standard lemma to create bounded families. We omit its proof here.
Lemma 4.2. ([4],2.4.2, 3.2) Let V1, V2 be 2 fixed positive real number. Let (X,D) be a couple
where X is a normal projective variety of dimension d. Suppose we have A, a base point free
Cartier divisor such that |A| define a birational morphism φA : X → X
′ and vol(A) ≤ V1. Assume
further that vol(KX + D + 2(d + 1)A) ≤ V2 is bounded above. Then all such (X,D) form a log
birationally bounded family and (X ′,D′), where D′ := φ∗D, form a log bounded family. Also by
2.4, the set of (X¯, D¯) form a log smooth log bounded family, where X¯ is a log resolution of (X ′,D′)
and D¯ := D′∼+ reduced exceptional divisor over X ′.
Remark 4.3. Also in order to apply 4.1, we need to bound the coefficients in bounded family.
Assume that (X,D) ∈ P, a bounded family and assume that we have A, a big divisor, with SuppA ≤
D and we have M ≥ A a divisor with bounded volume, say c. Then coefficients of M are bounded
above depending only on P and c: Indeed, since A ≤ D, we can choose a l ∈ N and H very ample
on X depending only on P, such that lA−H is big. Then
M ·Hd−1 ≤ vol(M +H) ≤ vol(M + lA) ≤ vol((l + 1)M)
which implies coefficients of M are bounded above.
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4.3 Main Result
The main result of this section is the following proposition. Observe this statement together with
theorem 1.4 trivially implies effective birationality (Theorem 1.2).
Prop 4.4. ([1],4.9) Let d ∈ N and ǫ, δ ∈ R>0, then there exist m ∈ N depending only on d, ǫ, δ such
that if X is ǫ-lc Fano of dimension d and there exist B ≥ δ, Q-divisor such that KX + B ∼Q 0,
then | −mKX | defines a birational map.
Here we say a few works about the proof. Firstly, the idea is to create some bounded family
using 4.2 and then apply 4.1. However, this in term requires some boundedness statement of the
volume vol(−mKX). The next lemma gives us the tool to bound the anticanonical volume.
Lemma 4.5. ([1],4.7) Let d ∈ N and ǫ, δ ∈ R>0, then there exist p ∈ N depending only on d, ǫ, δ
such that if X is ǫ-lc Fano of dimension d, m is smallest integer such that | − mKX | defines a
birational map, n smallest integer such that vol(−nKX) > (2d)
d and nKX + N ∼Q 0 for some
Q-divisors N ≥ δ, then mn < p
We will prove the proposition now given Lemma 4.5.
Proof of Prop 4.4. Step 1: Assume the claim is false, then we get a sequence of Xi, Bi,mi as in the
proposition such that mi is the smallest integer such that | −miKXi | defines a birational map and
mi → ∞. Also choose ni smallest integer such that vol(−niKXi) > (2d)
d ≥ vol(−(ni − 1)KXi),
then we have by Lemma 4.5, there is a fixed p, such that mini < p for all i. Hence ni → ∞ and
we can assume mini−1 ≤ 2p. Therefore vol(−miKXi) is bounded uniformly from above. Choose
0 ≤Mi ∈ | −mi ·KXi | and let φ : Wi → Xi be log resolution such that M
′
i := φ
∗(Mi) := A
′
i +R
′
i,
where A′i is a general element in the movable part which is base point free and it defines a birational
map and Ri ≥ 0 is the fixed part (by 2.1). Let Ai and Ri be their pushdown to Xi, note that Ai
and Ri are both integral divisors.
Step 2: (Construct log bounded family) Now let ΩWi to be the sum of birational transform of Mi
and reduced exception divisor of φ, and let ΣWi := Supp(ΩWi), then we have Σi := φ∗(ΣWi) ≤Mi.
Then we have
V ol(KWi +ΣWi + 2(2d + 1)A
′
i) ≤ vol(KXi + (4d+ 2)Ai +Mi) ≤ vol((4d + 3)Mi)
which is bounded uniformly. Also vol(A′i) ≤ vol(M
′
i) is bounded. Therefore using 4.2, we see that
if ψi : Wi → Wˆi is the birational contraction defined by |A
′
i|, and ΣWˆi is the pushforward of ΣWi,
then (Wˆi,ΣWˆi) is log bounded. Taking log resolution W¯i → Wˆi and letting ΣW¯i to be sum of
the birational transform of ΣWˆi and the reduced exceptional divisors, we see that (W¯i,ΣW¯i) is log
smooth log bounded. Replacing Wi we can assume hi :Wi → W¯i is a morphism and let AW¯i ,MW¯i
be the pushforward of A′i,M
′
i to W¯i. Applying 4.3, we see that coefficients of MW¯i are bounded
above since Supp(MW¯i) ⊂ ΣW¯i.Also note that by construction ΣW¯i contains the support of MW¯i
and all exceptional divisors of W¯i 99K Xi.We note here that we can also use a much weaker version
of 4.6 here.
Step 3: Now we are ready to derive contradiction using 4.1. Let KWi + ΛWi := KXi |Wi where
ΛWi ≤ 1−ǫ as Xi is ǫ-lc. Now since KXi+
1
mi
Mi ∼Q 0, Let KW¯i+ΛWi+
1
mi
MW¯i ∼Q 0 be its crepant
pullback to W¯i. Now since 0 ≤
1
mi
MW¯i → 0 and supported in ΣW¯i , we have (W¯i,Λ
≥0
Wi
+ 1miMW¯i) is
ǫ/2-lc for all i >> 0. However KXi +
1
mi
Mi+
1
δBi is ample and (Xi,
1
mi
Mi+
1
δBi) not klt, hence by
negativity, (W¯i,ΛWi +
1
mi
MW¯i +
1
δBW¯i) is not sub-klt, where BW¯i is pushforward of Bi|Wi , which
implies (W¯i,Λ
≥0
Wi
+ 1miMW¯i +
1
δBW¯i) is not klt, this contradicts 4.1 since
1
δBW¯i ∼Q
1
δmi
MW¯i .
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Now we will give the proof of lemma 4.5. The idea is to create and non-klt centres and derive
a contradiction. First, we need a subtle lemma in order to get a bounded family.
Lemma 4.6. Let d ∈ N and ǫ, v > 0. Then there exist log bound family P and c > 0 depending
only on d, ǫ, v such that: Suppose X is normal projective of dimension d and B ≥ ǫ, M ≥ 0 nef
Q-divisor such that |M | defines a birational map, M − (KX + B)is pseudoeffective, vol(M) < v
and µD(B +M) > 1 for all D component of M .
Then there exist (X¯,ΣX¯) ∈ P such that
1. X¯ → X is birational and ΣX¯ contain all the exception divisors and support of birational
transform of (B +M)
2. there is X ′ → X,X ′ → X¯ is a common resolution and coefficients of MX¯ are less than c,
where MX¯ is pushdown of M
′ := M |X′ . Also M
′ ∼Q A
′ + R′, where |A′| is the fixed part of
M ′ and is base point free, and A′ ∼Q 0/X¯
Proof of Lemma 4.6. Step 1: We first set up standard notation. we can wlog ǫ < 12 . Since |M |
defines birational map, M is big. Let X ′ → X be a log resolution of (X,B + M), such that
M ′ := M |X′ ∼Q A
′ + R′, where |A′| is the movable part and |A′| base point free defining a
birational contraction and R′ is the fixed part. Let A,R be their pushdown to X. Note A′ is nef
and big.
Step 2: Let H ∈ |6dA′|, be general, Now we define a boundary ΩX′ :=
1
2
∑
D∈I1
D + ǫ
∑
D∈I2
D +
1
2
H,
where I1 = exc/X + supp(M
′) and I2 contain all components in B
∼ but not in M ′. Then we have
(X ′,ΩX′) is ǫ-lc, log smooth, and KX′ +ΩX′ = (KX +
1
2
∑
D∈I1
D+ ǫ
∑
D∈I2D)+
1
2H is big by 2.7.
Step 3: We claim that vol(KX′ +ΩX′) is bounded above. Indeed let ΩX be the pushdown of ΩX′ ,
then vol(KX +ΩX) ≤ vol(KX +B+5dM) ≤ vol(6dM) is bounded, where is the first inequality is
because 5dM +B−ΩX = (B+M +
1
2H −ΩX)+ (4dM −
1
2H) is big (since B+M +
1
2H −ΩX ≥ 0
by assumption and 4dM − 12H ∼Q 4dM − 3dA is big).
Step 4: We finish the proof now. Let ΣX′ := Supp(ΩX′). Also note KX′ +ΩX′ is big and coefficient
of ΩX′ ∈ {
1
2 , ǫ}, so there exist α ∈ (0, 1) depending only on ǫ such that KX′ + αΩX′ is big. Now
letting p be large but bounded above we see that
vol(KX′+ΣX′+2(2d+1)A
′) ≤ vol(KX′+p(1−α)ΣX′) ≤ vol(KX′+p(1−α)ΣX′+p(KX′+αΣX′))
≤ vol((1 + p)(KX′ +ΩX′))
Now the remaining of the proof is clear by applying Lemma 4.2 and Remark 4.3.
Proof of Lemma 4.5. We first assume the theorem is false. Then we have a sequence ofXi,mi, ni, Bi
as in the lemma such that mini →∞.
Step 1: We create some non-klt centre Gi with positive dimension and vol(−miKXi |Gi) is bounded.
Fix i for now. Using [[1],2.32(2)], we see that there is a covering family of subvarieties Gi such
that, for any general 2 points x, y ∈ Xi, there exist 0 ≤ ∆i ∼Q (−nKXi) such that (Xi,∆i) is lc
but not klt at x, with a unique non klt place above a non-klt centre Gi containing x and not lc at
y. Now if dim(Gi) = 0 for a covering family of Gi, then we have −2niKXi is potentially birational,
hence mi ≤ 2ni a contradiction. Hence by passing to a subsequence of Xi if needed, we can assume
general Gi has dimension > 0. Now let li be the minimum integer such that vol(−liKXi |Gi) > d
d. If
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li
ni
< a is bounded above, by [[1],2.32(2)], we can replace ni with dani and hence reducing dimension
of a general Gi. This can’t happen indefinitely else we end up with potentially birational again
and a contradiction. Hence we can assume lini → ∞. Now if
mi
li
→ ∞, then we can replace
ni by li and reduce dimension of Gi, again. Repeating the above argument, we can assume
mi
li
is bounded uniformly above, and hence vol(−miKXi |Gi) ≤
mi
li−1
vol(−(li − 1)KXi |Gi) is uniformly
bounded. From now on, for each Xi, we assume we have a such Gi with positive dimension and
vol(−miKXi |Gi) is bounded.
Step 2: Consider adjunction on non-klt centre (3.7) of the pair (Xi,∆i), we get KXi + θFi +PFi ∼Q
(KXi +∆i)|Fi , where Fi is normalisation of Gi and Xi is lc near generic point of Gi as Gi general,
also by replacing ni with 2ni and adding general 0 ≤ Qi ∼Q −niKXi to ∆i (This doesn’t change
∆i), and replacing PFi with PFi +Qi|Fi and make it effective in its Q linear class, we can assume
PFi is big and effective. Lets choose 0 ≤ Mi ∈ | −miKXi | and let φ : Wi → Xi be log resolution
such that M ′i := φ
∗(Mi) := A
′
i + R
′
i, where A
′
i is a general element in the movable part which is
base point free and it defines a birational map and Ri ≥ 0 is the fixed part. Let Ai and Ri be their
pushdown to Xi, note that Ai and Ri are both integral divisors. Let F
′
i → Fi be log resolution of
(Fi,MFi + θFi). Also let MF ′i := M
′
i |F ′i , AF ′i := A
′
i|F ′i and AFi be the pushdown of AF ′i . We see
that vol(MFi) is bounded and |AFi | defines a birational map since Gi is general. Now since θFi
has coefficient belong to some fixed DCC set Φ depending only on d (3.7), pick ǫ′ ≤ min(Φ)>0,
then we have θFi ≥ ǫ
′. Also by 3.7,we have µD(θFi + MFi) > 1 for any component D of MFi .
Therefore we can apply lemma 4.6, and we see that (F ′i ,ΣF ′i ) is log birationally bounded, where
ΣF ′
i
:= Supp(θFi +MFi)
∼ + exc/Fi. Similarly we have a log smooth log bounded family (F¯i,ΣF¯i)
where ΣF¯i contain the support of birational transform of θFi +MFi and all exceptional divisor of
F¯i 99K Fi. Also similarly, we get coefficient ofMF¯i is bounded above, whereMF¯i is the pushforward
of MF ′
i
to F¯i
Step 3: Now we will finish the proof as in Step 3 for proof of 4.4. Let KFi + ΛFi := KXi |Fi , by
3.7 (4), we see that (Fi,ΛFi) is sub ǫ-lc and ΛFi ≤ θFi . Define ΓF¯i := (1 − ǫ)ΣF¯i . Let KF ′ +
ΛF ′
i
:= (KFi + ΛFi)|F ′i and KF¯i + ΛF¯i be its pushdown to F¯i. Then it is clear that ΛF¯i ≤ ΓF¯i .
Let IFi := θFi + PFi − ΛFi ≥ 0. Let IF¯i be the pushdown of IFi |F ′i . we see that IF¯i ≥ 0 and
IFi ∼R
ni+1
mi
MFi by definition, hence we get IF¯i ∼R
ni+1
mi
MF¯i .
Step 4: we are ready to derive contradiction. Let NFi :=
1
δNi|Fi , which has coefficient > 1.
Define NF¯i in the usual way. Note Ni ∼Q
ni
δmi
Mi. Then we have (Fi,ΛFi + IFi + NFi) not klt.
Then since KFi + ΛFi + IFi +NFi = KFi + θFi + PFi +NFi is ample, hence by negativity lemma,
(F¯i,ΛF¯i + IF¯i + NF¯i) is not sub-klt. Hence (F¯i,ΓF¯i + IF¯i + NF¯i) is not klt. But (F¯i,ΓF¯i) is ǫ-lc.
Also IF¯i +NF¯i ∼Q
(δ(ni+1)+1
δmi
MF¯i , which tends towards 0 since coefficient of MF¯i is bounded. This
contradicts 4.1.
Here we state one more result which will be important for induction treatment of complements.
Prop 4.7. ([1], 4.11) Let d ∈ N, then there exist m ∈ N, ǫ > 0 depending only on d such that if X
is a ǫ-lc fano variety of dimension d, then | −mKX | defines a birational map.
We will outline and sketch the proof. It is very similar to the proof of 4.5 and 4.4. We will
focus on the difference only and try to use the same notation.
Proof. Assume the claim is false. then we have Xi, ǫi,mi such that ǫi → 1 and mi → ∞. let ni
be the smallest integer such that vol(−niKXi) > (2d)
d. Also let ∆i,Mi,MFi as in the proof of 4.4.
Step 1: We firstly claim that it suffice to show mini is bounded from above: Indeed if
mi
ni
is bounded
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from above, then vol(−miKXi) is bounded, then we can just repeat the proof 4.4, and get (in the
same notation) KW¯i + ΛW¯i +
1
mi
MW¯i ∼Q 0, but now ΛW¯i ≤ 1− ǫi and
1
mi
MW¯i → 0 as coefficients
of MW¯i bounded from above. Hence we get KW¯i is pseudoeffective, which implies KXi is pseudo
effective, which is contradiction as −KXi is ample. So it suffice to show
mi
ni
is bounded.
Step 2: We follow the proof of 4.5. Using the same notation, we see that (Fi, θFi) is ǫ − lc
with ǫ → 1 as i → ∞. However coefficient of θFi belongs to a fixed DCC set independent of
i. Hence we have θFi = 0 for all i sufficiently large, and KFi + PFi ∼Q (KXi + ∆i)|Fi , where
0 ≤ ∆i ∼Q (−ni − 1)KXi and PFi big and effective by construction in the proof of 4.5. Now we
apply Lemma 4.6 on Fi with X = Fi, B = 0,M = MFi ,(note MFi − KFi is big by construction),
we get a bounded family P and (F¯i,ΣF¯i) ∈ P that satisfies condition 1 and 2 as in Lemma 4.6.
Now letting KXi + ΛFi := KXi |Fi , by Lemma 3.7, ΛFi ≤ θFi = 0 and (Fi,ΛFi) sub-ǫi-lc. Now
as in proof of 4.4, we have KFi + ΛFi +
1
mi
MFi ∼Q 0, taking crepant pullback to F¯i, we get
KF¯i +ΛF¯i +
1
mi
MF¯i ∼Q 0, and as in step 1, we see that KF¯i is pseudoeffective.
Step 3: Now we finish the proof in the case of kσ(KF¯i) > 0. By adding some very ample divisor
to ΣF¯i , we can assume there is 0 ≤ Hi ≤ ΣF ′i very ample, and there is l ∈ N independent of i,
such that lAF¯i −Hi is big. Then by 2.8, vol(pKF¯i +Hi) →∞ uniformly as p → ∞. This implies
vol(−mi(1+ l)KXi |Fi) ≥ vol(
mi
ni
(KFi +PFi)+ lAFi)→∞, which is contradiction, since we assumed
vol(−miKXi |Fi) is bounded above, (see proof lemma 4.5, step 1).
Step 4: Now we deal with kσ(KF¯i) = 0, by 2.8, there eixst bounded r ∈ N such that h
0(rKF¯i) 6= 0,
which implies h0(rKFi) 6= 0, which means there is integral divisor 0 ≤ TFi ∼ rKFi . We can
derive contradiction similar to proof of 4.4 if TFi 6= 0 for all sufficient large i by considering
mi
ni
(PFi +
1
rTFi) ∼Q MFi , but coefficients is tending to ∞. This means TFi = 0 for all i >> 0. In
particular this means h0(−rKXi |Fi) = h
0(−r(KFi + ΛFi)) = h
0(−rΛFi) 6= 0, as ΛFi ≤ 0. Now we
can easily derive a contradiction using Proposition 3.8.
We will omit the proof of weak BAB, i.e Theorem 1.3, because it is very similar to the proof
given above.
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5 Complements
In order to prove theorem 1.2, we need to show we can also find the B as in 4.4. Such B clearly
exists if we can show theorem 1.4. Hence our goal is to give a inductive treatment of theorem
1.4. We will apply induction and try to construct complements from fiber space or non-klt centres.
However, there are cases when we can’t create any of the above. Hence we need to deal with them
separately. these pairs are called exceptional pairs as defined in 2.5, we will deal with them in the
next section.
5.1 Main Result
Our goal this section is to show the following.
Prop 5.1. Assume theorem 1.4 in dimension d-1 and theorem 1.5 in dimension d and boundedness
of exceptional pairs as in theorem 1.6 in dimension d, then theorem 1.4 hold in dimension d.
Proof. By induction, we can assume theorem 1.4 hold in dimension d − 1. Firstly by taking Q
factorial dlt models and apply lemma 2.4, we can reduce the problem when X ′ is Q-factorial.
Step 1: We reduce to the case when coefficient of B belong in some finite set. Choose ǫ as in the
statement of 2.10, we see that we can assume coefficient of B are either equal to 1 or less than
1 − ǫ, but coefficients of B belong to some fixed DCC set, hence we can assume coefficients of B
belong to some finite set R.
Step 2: We end the proof in the exceptional case. Now assume (X ′, B′ +M ′) is exceptional. Then
by theorem 1.6, such X ′ are bounded. let q = pI(R), and let L := −q(KX′ + B
′ + M ′) is an
integral divisors. Since X ′ bounded, we can find a very ample divisor A on X ′ such that Ad and
Ad−1(−KX′) both bounded above uniformly. Hence we get A
d−1L is bounded above as B′ +M ′
is pseudoeffective. Therefore by 2.4, we see that Cartier index of L is bounded, which means that
there exist a fixed n, such that −n(KX′ +B
′ +M ′) is nef and Cartier. Now since X ′ is fano type,
there exist C ′ such that (X ′, C ′) is klt and −KX′ − C
′ is nef and big. We can use effective base
point free theorem here since −n(KX′ + B
′ +M ′) − KX′ − C
′ is nef and big. Replacing n, we
can assume that there is a a fixed n such that | − n(KX′ + B
′ +M ′)| is base point free. Picking
G′ ∈ | − n(KX′ + B
′ +M ′)| general, we see that B′+ := B′ + 1nG
′ is a n-complement. Step 3. It
remains to prove assuming theorem 1.4 in dimension d-1 and theorem 1.5 in dimension d, we can
prove theorem 1.4 in dimension d for non-exceptional pairs while assuming coefficients of B′ lie in
some finite set. This will be our next proposition.
Prop 5.2. Assuming theorem 1.4 in dimension d − 1 and theorem 1.5 in dimension d. Then
theorem 1.4 hold in dimension d for B′ ∈ R and (X ′, B′ +M ′) non-exceptional.
The remaining of this section will be devoted to proving the above proposition.
5.2 Lifting Complements from Fibration
Firstly we will settle the case when we can create some fibration. The idea is that when we run
MMP, we either end up with Mori fibre space or minimal model. Here we deal with the fibre space
case.
Lemma 5.3. Assuming theorem 1.4 for d-1 and theorem 1.5 for dimension d, then theorem 1.4 hold
for (X ′, B′+M ′) such that there is a contraction f ′ : X ′ → V ′ where dimV ′ > 0, KX′ +B
′+M ′ ∼R
0/V ′ and M ′ not big over V ′.
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Proof. Assume X ′ is Q-factorial by taking Q-factorial dlt models. Run MMP over V ′ on M ′ end
with a minimal model (as M ′ ≥ 0), replace X ′ by it we can assume M ′ is nef, hence semi-ample,
over V ′. Consider the non-birational contraction f : X ′ → T ′/V ′ defined by M ′ (as M ′ not big
over V ′). Therefore by replacing V ′ with T ′, we can assume M ′ ∼Q 0/V
′. Also the MMP is
KX′ +B
′ +M ′ trivial, so all conditions are preserved.
Step 1: We can’t just pull back the complements on V ′ since we lost control of M ′. Firstly apply
Proposition 3.6 and adjunction on fiber space, we get q(KX′ + B
′) ∼ q(KV ′ + BV ′ + PV ′) where
PV ′ is the moduli part, coefficients of BV ′ belong to some Φ(S) for some finite set of rationals S,
where q,S only depend on p,R. Furthermore if X
φ
−→ X ′ and V
ψ
−→ V ′ are high resolution, we can
assume qPV is nef Cartier, f : X → V is a morphism and (V
′, BV ′ +MV ′) is a generalised pair
with data V → V ′ and PV . Now since M
′ ∼Q 0/V
′, and let φ∗(M ′) =M +E, where E ≥ 0. Apply
([1],2.44), we see that qM ∼ 0/V , hence we can let qM ∼ qf∗(MV ) for some Q-divisor on MT such
that qMV is nef Cartier. Since E is vertical over V and ∼Q 0/V , we have E = f
∗(EV ), where EV is
effective. Define MV ′ := ψ∗(MV ). Since MV +EV ∼Q 0/T
′ and EV is exceptional over V
′ (since E
is exceptional over X ′). We see that ψ∗(MV ′) =MV , hence qM
′ ∼ qf ′∗(MV ′) by diagram chasing.
Step 2: Letting KX + B = φ
∗(KX′ +B
′), and get fibre space adjunction q(KX +B) ∼ qf
∗(KV +
BV + PV ) = qf
∗ψ∗(KV ′ +BV ′ + PV ′). (note coefficients of BV ≤ 1 since (X,B)-lc. Hence we get
ψ∗(KV ′ + BV ′ + PV ′ +MV ′) = KV + BV + EV + PV +MV . Therefore, (V
′, BV ′ + P
′
V +MV ′) is
generalised lc pair with data PV +MV and q(PV +MV ) is nef Cartier: Indeed, we can assume
X,V are sufficient high resolution such that (V,BV + EV ) is log smooth, hence it suffices to show
BV +EV ≤ 1. But B+E ≤ 1 by (X ′, B′+M ′) lc,E = f∗EV , therefore BV +EV ≤ 1 is clear from
definition of BV .
Step 3: Hence by induction, KV ′ + BV ′ + PV ′ +MV ′ has a n-complement, say B
+
V ′ := GV ′ +BV ′ ,
GV ′ ≥ 0. Define 0 ≤ G
′ := f
′∗GV ′ , GV := ψ
∗(G) and G := f∗GV = φ
∗(G′), which is vertical over
V . Let B′+ := B′ +G′, we see that n(KX′ + B
′+ +M ′) ∼ nf ′∗(KV ′ + B
+
V ′PV ′ +MV ′) ∼ 0. Also
observe that φ∗(KX′+B
′+G′+M ′) = KX+B+G+E+M and f
∗(KV +BV +GV +EV +PV +MV ) =
f∗(ψ∗(KV ′ +BV ′ +GV ′ +PV ′ +MV ′)). We can see that coefficients of B+G+E are ≤ 1: Indeed,
we know BV + GV + EV ≤ 1 (as (V
′, B+V ′ + PV ′ + MV ′) generalised lc), and B + E ≤ 1 and
G = f∗(GV ). If there is a component D of B + E + G with coefficient > 1, then it must be a
component of G. Hence say its image on V is a divisor, C. Then since µC(BV +EV +GV ) ≤ 1, we
see that µC(EV +GV ) ≤ tC , where tC is the lct of f
∗C w.r.t. (X,B) over the generic point of C.
Therefore (X,B + E +G) is sub-lc over ηC , the generic point of C (since E +G := f
∗(EV +GV )
and over ηC , E+G ≤ tCf
∗C), which is a contradiction. Therefore B′+ is indeed an n-complement,
hence we are done.
5.3 Lifting Complements from Divisorial adjunction with Plt Non-klt Centres
Here we show that we can create lift complements if there are some plt non-klt centre around.
Prop 5.4. Assuming theorem 1.4 for d-1 and theorem 1.5 for dimension d, then theorem 1.4 hold
for (X ′, B′+M ′), such that B′ ∈ R, ∃(X ′,Γ′+αM ′)Q-factorial plt, α ∈ (0, 1), −(KX′ +Γ
′+αM ′)
ample and S′ = ⌊Γ′⌋ with S′ ∈ ⌊B′⌋.
Proof. We will see why these assumption are clearly needed for the proof. Since (X ′,Γ′+αM ′) is plt
and −(KX′+Γ
′+αM ′), we see that (S′,ΣS′+αMS′), whereKS′+ΓS′+αMS′ := (KX′+Γ
′+αM)|S′
is divisorial adjunction, is generalised klt and KS′ + ΓS′ + αMS′ is anti ample, hence we have S
′
is Fano type by [1],2.13(5). Also by replacing Γ′ by δΓ′ + (1 − δ)B′ and α by δα + (1 − δ) for
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0 < δ << 1, we can assume Γ′ − B′ has sufficiently small coefficients. (note all assumptions are
preserved since −(KX′ +B
′+M ′) is nef). Now letting q(KS′ +BS′ +MS′) ∼ q(KX′ +B
′+M ′)|S′
as in 3.1, we can assume q is fixed depending only on d, n, p such that qM, qMS both nef Cartier,
qB′ is integral. Also by induction (since (S′, BS′ +MS′) is generalised lc as (X
′, S′) plt), there is a
n-complement B+S′ := BS′ +RS′ for (S
′, BS′ +MS′) with RS′ ≥ 0.
Step 1: We will try to apply kawamata Viehweg vanishing to lift complements. Consider X
φ
−→ X
log resolution of (X ′, B′ + Γ′), assume S
ψ
−→ S′ is a morphism, where S := S′∼ ∈ X. Define
A := −(KX + Γ + αM) := −φ
∗(KX′ + Γ
′ + αM ′) is nef and big, N := −(KX + B + M) :=
−φ∗(KX′ + B
′ +M ′) is nef, L := −qKX − qT − ⌊(q + 1)∆⌋ − qM = qN + q∆ − ⌊(q + 1)∆⌋ is an
integral divisor, where T :=
⌊
B≥0
⌋
and ∆ := B−T . We see that T,∆ has no common components
and S ∈ T , and since qB′ is integral, any component of q∆ − ⌊(q + 1)∆⌋ is exceptional/X ′. Now
define P ≥ 0 unique integral divisor such that (X,Λ := Γ+q∆−⌊(q + 1)∆⌋+P ) is plt and ⌊Λ⌋ = S:
Indeed, we can choose such P ≥ 0. Since Γ + q∆ − ⌊(q + 1)∆⌋ = Γ− B + T + {(q + 1)∆},if D is
component of T , then µD(P ) = 0 (in particular µSP = 0), and if D is not a component of T , we
see that 0 ≤ µDP ≤ 1 since Γ−B sufficiently small. Hence we conclude that P ≤ 1. Also it is clear
that P is exceptional over X ′, since all component of P must be a component of q∆− ⌊(q + 1)∆⌋,
which is exceptional/X ′.
Step 2: By easy computation, we see that L+P = KX +Λ+A+αM + qN where (A+αM + qN)
is nef and big and therefore by Kawamata Viehweg vanishing h1(KX +Λ−S+A+αM + qN) = 0,
which means
h0(L+ P )։ h0((L+ P )|S)
Now let RS := ψ
∗(R′S) ≥ 0, we see that −qGS ∼ q(KS + BS + MS) ∼ −qN |S. Therefore
(L + P )|S ∼ GS := qRS + q∆S − ⌊(q + 1)∆S⌋ + PS , where ∆S := ∆|S , PS := P |S . We see that
GS ≥ 0: indeed GS is an integer divisor and µD(GS) ≥ µD(q∆S − ⌊(q + 1)∆S⌋) > −1. Therefore
there is 0 ≤ G ∼ L+P such that G|S = GS . Let G
′ := φ∗G, and B
′+ := B′+R′, where R′ := 1nG
′,
Hence G′ ∼ φ∗(L+ P ) = −n(KX′ +B
′ +M ′) (since P and q∆− ⌊(q + 1)∆⌋ exceptional over X ′),
which shows that n(KX′ +B
′ +M ′) ∼ 0.
Step 3: Finally we only need to show (X ′, B′++M ′) is generalised lc. Firstly we are done if we show
R′|S′ = RS′ : Indeed, if so then we have (KX′+B
′++M ′)|S′ = KS′+B
+
S′+MS′ , which is generalised
lc, hence (X ′, B′+ +M ′) is generalised lc near S′. If (X ′, B′+ +M ′) is not generalised lc, then so
(X ′,Ω′ + F ′) is not generalised lc but generalised lc near S′, where Ω′ := ǫ(B′+) + (1 − ǫ)Γ′ and
F ′ := ǫM ′+(1−ǫ)αM . Furthermore −(KX′ +Ω
′+F ′) is ample, this contradicts the connectedness
principle ([1],2.14). Now we show R′|′S = RS′ . Define qR := G− q∆+ ⌊(q + 1)∆⌋ − P . It is clear
that R|S = RS . Also qR ∼ L− q∆+ ⌊(q + 1)∆⌋ = nN ∼ 0/X
′ and φ∗R = R
′, we get φ∗R′ := R
and hence R′|S′ = ψ
∗R|S = RS′ as desired.
5.4 Complements for Strongly Non-exceptional Pairs
Now we prove the the case for strongly non-exceptional pairs.
Prop 5.5. Assuming theorem 1.4 for d-1 and theorem 1.5 for dimension d, then theorem 1.4 hold
for (X ′, B′+M ′), such that B′ ∈ R, (X ′, B′+M ′) not generalised klt and either KX′+B
′+M ′ 6∼Q 0
or M ′ 6∼Q 0.
Remark 5.6. We firstly remark that this implies the inductive statement hold stronly non-exceptional
pairs. Indeed if stronly non-exceptional, then ∃Q-divisor 0 ≤ P ′ ∼Q −(KX′ + B
′ +M ′) such that
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(X ′, B′+P ′+M ′) is not generalised lc, in particular P ′ 6= 0. let t < 1 be the generalised lct of P ′ wrt
(X ′, B′+M ′) and Ω′ := B′+ tP ′. Let (X ′′,Ω′′+M ′′) be Q-factorial dlt model of (X ′,Ω′+M ′), and
choose B′∼ ≤ θ′′ ≤ Ω′′ with θ′′ ∈ R and ⌊θ′′⌋ 6= 0. Therefore it its enough to find n-complement for
(X ′′, θ′′+M ′′). Now running MMP on −(KX′′+θ
′′+M ′′) ends with minimal model (X ′′′, θ′′′+M ′′′)
such that −(KX′′′+θ
′′′+M ′′′) is nef (since −(KX′′+θ
′′+M ′′) ∼Q −(KX′′+Ω
′′+M ′′)+(Ω′′−θ′′) ∼Q
(1 − t)P ′′ + (Ω′′ − θ′′) where P ′′ := P ′|X′′ is pseudoeffective). Finally let P
′′′ be pushdown of P ′′.
Then by 2.4, it suffices to find n-complement for (X ′′′, θ′′′ +M ′′′). But this follows from 5.5: In-
deed, its easy to see that (X ′′′, θ′′′+M ′′′) is generalised lc but not generalised klt, and P ′′′ 6= 0 since
P ′′ 6= 0 is nef, which means −(KX′′′ + θ
′′′ +M ′′′) ∼Q (1− t)P
′′′ +Ω′′′ − θ′′′ 6∼Q 0. Now we turn to
proof of 5.5.
Proof for 5.5. Step 0: We firstly say why we need KX′ + B
′ + M ′ 6∼Q 0 or M
′ 6∼Q 0. First
take Q-factorial dlt model, we can assume X ′ is Q-factorial and (X ′, B′) dlt but not klt. Since
−(KX′ + B
′ +M ′) is nef hence semi-ample, let X ′ → V ′ be the contraction defined by it. Now
run MMP on M ′ over V ′, we can replace X ′ by the minimal model and assume M ′ semi-ample
/V ′ defining contraction X ′ → Z ′/V ′(this is a −(KX′ +B
′ +M ′) trivial MMP on (−KX′ −B
′),all
assumption are preserved). Now if dimV ′ > 0, then assume M ′ is big over V ′, else we are done by
5.3. If dimV ′ = 0, then KX′ + B
′ +M ′ ∼Q 0, hence M
′ 6∼Q 0, therefore dimZ
′ > 0 and we can
assume M ′ big over Z ′. Either way we can reduce to the case that M ′ is nef and big over Z ′. We
introduce α and β. for any rational α < 1 sufficiently close to 1, we have −(KX′ + B
′ + αM ′) =
−(KX′+B
′+M ′)+(1−α)M ′) is globally nef and big. The contraction defined by−(KX′+B
′+αM ′)
is the same as the contraction defined by M ′, call it X ′ → Z ′. Run MMP on B′ over Z ′ sand
replacing X ′ we can assume B′ is nef over Z ′, hence for all sufficiently close to 1 rational β ∈ (α, 1),
we have −(KX′ + βB
′ + αM ′) is globally nef and big. (note all these MMP preserve all of our
assumptions and (X ′, B′) not klt.)
Step 1: Now letting (X ′′, B′′) be Q-factorial dlt model of (X ′, B′), Then it is easy to see that
(X ′′, B′′ +M ′′) is generalised dlt model for (X ′, B′ +M ′). Let KX′′ + B¯′′ = (KX′ + βB
′)|X′′ , and
replace X ′ by X ′′. We get that (X ′, B′ +M ′) generalised dlt but not klt, and there exist α (we
fix it here) close to 1 such that −(KX′ + B
′ + αM ′) nef and big and ∃B¯′ arbitrarly close to B′
such that −(KX′ + B¯′ + αM
′) is nef and big and (X ′, B¯′ + αM ′) is generalised klt. Now assume
−(KX′ +B
′ + αM ′) ∼Q A
′ +G′ where G′ ≥ 0 and A′ is ample.
Step 2: We settle the case suppG′ doesn’t contain any non-klt centre of (X ′, B′). If so, for δ > 0
sufficiently small, we can write −(KX′ +B
′+αM ′+ δG′) ∼Q (1− δ)(
δ
1−δA
′+A′+G′) is ample and
all non-klt locus is of (X ′, B′+ δG′+αM ′) is the exactly non-klt locus of (X ′, B′) and in particular
(X ′, B′ + δG′ + αM ′) is generalised dlt. Therefore, if we let Γ′ := aS′ + (1− a)(B′ − S′ + δG′) for
some S′ ∈ ⌊B′⌋ and 0 < a << 1, then (X ′,Γ′ + αM ′) satisfies the condition in 5.4. Now we focus
on SuppG′ contains some non-klt centre of (X ′, B′).
Step 3: We still like to add some G′ to B′, if we can’t then we try to add to B¯′. Let t > 0 be
the generalised lct of (G′ + B′ − B¯′) wrt to (X ′, B¯′ + αM ′), we see that since B¯′ sufficiently close
to B′ and SuppG′ contain some non-klt centre of (X ′, B′), we see that t > 0 but arbitrarily small
depending on β. Let Ω′ := (1− t)B¯′ + tB′ + tG′ ≥ B¯′. Again it is clear that −(KX′ + Ω
′ + αM ′)
is ample since we added a little bit of G′ to it and A′ +G′ is nef and big. Also since B¯′ arbitarily
close to B′ and t sufficiently small, we get ⌊Ω′⌋ ≤ ⌊B′⌋. If ⌊Ω′⌋ 6= 0, then we are done by appling
end of step 2. Hence we assume ⌊Ω′⌋ = 0.
Step 3: Finally we finish the proof in the case of ⌊Ω′⌋ = 0. Consider (X ′′,Ω′′+αM ′′) the Q-factorial
dlt model of (X ′,Ω′ + αM ′). Let B′′ := B′∼ + exc/X ′, again we see that ⌊Ω′′⌋ ≤ ⌊B′′⌋. Now we
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consider the construction of small Q-factorial model as in 2.3. Hence we let ∆′′ := B¯′
∼
+ exc/X ′
and run MMP on (KX′′+∆
′′+αM ′′),(essential we just keep doing extremal contraction contracting
exceptional divisors from X ′′ → X ′, which are components of ⌊Ω′′⌋) we know we end up with X ′,
replace X ′′ by the last divisorial contraction. Then we get −(KX′′+∆
′′+αM ′′) is ample over X ′ and
−(KX′′+Ω
′′+αM ′′) is pull back of ample on X ′. Also only exceptional prime divisor S′ of X ′′ → X
is a common component of ∆′′ and Ω′′ by construction. Therefore by letting Γ′′ := a∆′′+(1−a)Ω′′
for a suffciently small, we see that −(KX′′ + Γ
′′ + αM ′′) ample and generalised plt. Hence we
can apply 5.4 to (X ′′, B′′ +M ′′). Hence (X ′′, B′′ +M ′′) has a n-complement, therefore so does
(X ′, B′ +M ′).
5.5 Complements for Non-exceptional Pairs
Finally we end this section by proving Prop 5.2
Proof of Prop 5.2. Since it is non-exceptional, we find 0 ≤ P ′ ∼Q −(KX′ + B
′ + M ′) (note P ′
may be 0) and we can assume (X ′, B′ + P ′ +M ′) is generalised lc but not generalised klt (if not
generalised lc, then done by Remark 5.6). Now we do exactly the same as Remark, 5.6, except we
don’t have can’t apply 5.5 since it is possible (KX′′′ + θ
′′′ +M ′′′) ∼Q 0 now. Also we can replace
(X ′, B′+M ′) by (X ′′′, θ′′′+M ′′′). Hence we reduce the problem to the case when 5.5 doesn’t apply,
i.e. when KX′ +B
′ ∼Q M
′ ∼Q 0. Note we also have pM ∼Q 0 with pM Cartier divisor, but Pic(X)
is torsion free since X is fano type, hence we get pM ∼ 0 hence pM ′ ∼ 0. This means it suffices
to find a bounded n such that n(KX′ + B
′) ∼ 0. (then B′ itself is a n-complement). This is the
following lemma.
Lemma 5.7. Assuming theorem 1.4 for d-1 and theorem 1.5 for dimension d, there exist n de-
pending only on d,R such that if (X,B) lc of dimension d,X Fano type, KX +B ∼Q 0 and B ∈ R,
then n(KX +B) ∼ 0
Proof. Firstly by applying 2.1.6 and ([1],2.48), we can reduce to the case X ′ is ǫ-lc Fano variety.
The idea is we are in the situation to apply Prop 4.4, hence we will use it to construct complements.
Step 1: let n be in Prop 4.4 and 5.6. Hence we know | − nKX′ | defines a birational map. As in
the proof of 4.4, we let φ∗(−nKX′) ∼ A+R, where |A| is base point free and is the movable part
and R is the fixed part, and let A′, R′ be their pushdown. By assuming A is general in |A|, we
can assume (X ′, 1n(A
′ + C ′)) is lc: Indeed, if not, then X ′ is strongly non-exceptional, hence by
5.6, it has a n-complement, C+, but then we have (X ′, C+) lc and C+ ∈ 1n | − nKX′ | but this gives
contradiction since 1n(A
′ +C ′) is general in 1n | − nKX′ |. Now let N
′ := 12nA
′ and N := 12nA is nef.
Now we consider (X ′,∆′ +N ′ := 12B
′ + 12nR
′ + 12nA
′).
Step 2: If (X ′,∆′ + N ′) is klt, its clear that we suffice to show there exist bounded m such that
m(KX′ + ∆
′ + N ′) ∼ 0. Also by ([1],2.48), we get ∃ǫ′ such that (X ′,∆′ + N ′) is ǫ′-lc. (Note ǫ′
only depend on n,R). Now by [5] ACC, Cor 1.7, (X ′,∆′ +N ′) lies in some bounded family, which
implies the Cartier index of KX′ +∆
′ +N ′ is bounded. But Pic(X) is torsion free since X Fano,
so we are done.
Step 3: Assume it is not klt. Then it is also not generalised klt since φ∗(A′) ≥ A by negativity
lemma. Hence clearly N ′ 6∼Q 0 since its big. Therefore by 5.5, there exist a bounded m such that
(X ′,∆′ + N ′) has a m-complement ∆+ ≥ ∆′. However we have ∆+ −∆′ ∼Q 0. Hence ∆
+ = ∆′
and we are done again.
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6 Boundedness of Exceptional Pairs
Our goal here is to show theorem 1.6 using induction. We first develop a set of standard tools that
are needed to for 1.6. The following is the main tool to show boundedness.
Prop 6.1. ([6],19.1.3) Let I ⊂ [0, 1] be a DCC set and n ∈ N. If (X,B) is klt pair, B big and X
dim n, KX + B ∼Q 0, and B ∈ I, then such (X,B) belongs to a bounded family depending only
on I and n. In particular, if X is Fano type and has a klt n-complement for bounded n, then X is
bounded.
6.1 Method from Bounds on lct to Boundedness of Varieties
Firstly we state and prove a result that is crucial in proving boundedness of the certain class of
weak Fano varieties. Also, this is very important for the proof of BAB later.
Prop 6.2. Let d,m, v ∈ N and tl be sequence of positive real numbers. Assuming theorem 1.4 for
d-1 and theorem 1.5 for dimension d. Let P be the set of projective varieties X such that X is a klt
weak Fano variety of dimension d, KX has a m-complement, | −mKX | defines a birational map,
vol(−KX) ≤ v and ∀l ∈ N, L ∈ | − lKX |, the pair (X, tlL) is klt. Then P is a bounded family.
Proof. Step 0: Note that we can take small Q-factorization and assume X is Q-factorial. Let
0 ≥ M ∈ | −mKX | be general. We use standard notation as in 4.6 and write M = A+R. Hence
we get a (X¯,ΣX¯) ∈ Q, a bounded family with X¯ 99K X such that all of 4.6 hold. Let X
′ be
common resolution of X¯,X also as in 4.6. Now since we assume KX has a m-complement, but
since (A + R) is general in linear system of | − mKX |, we can assume the m-complement is just
B := 1m(A+R). Hence (X,
1
m(A+R)) is lc. If it is klt, we are done by 6.1. Hence we assume it is
not klt. The goal now is to construct some other boundary to apply 6.1.
Step 1: The idea is to create some klt complement from B. We observe that when crepant pulling
back KX +B to X¯, we get ⌊BX¯⌋ are contained inside, by construction, ΣX¯ . Hence we can add on
some AX¯ and remove some ΣX¯ and make it sub ǫ lc. Finally in order to correct the negative terms
we just added, we use complements.The proof is completed now so it remains to make it formal
Step 2: The formal argument is as below. Replacing m at the start we can assume A is not a
component of ⌊B⌋. Define KX¯ +BX¯ be crepant pullback of KX +B. Since supp(BX¯), supp(AX¯) ⊂
ΣX¯ and AX¯ is big and (X¯,ΣX¯) is bounded, we can find a bounded l depending only on Q such
that lAX¯ ∼ GX¯ ≥ 0 such that ΣX¯ ≤ GX¯ . Since AX′ ∼ 0/X¯ , we get lA
′ ∼ G′ := GX¯ |X′ and hence
lA ∼ G the pushdown to X. Now we make sure we can correct the negative terms of subtracting
G using complements. Notice G + lR ∈ | − lmKX |, hence by assumption (X, t(G + lR)) is klt
when t := tlm, we can wlog t <
1
lm . Now if (X,
1
lm(G + lR)) is lc, then Ω :=
1
lm(G + lR) is a lm
complement, else we have (X, 1lm(G+ lR)) not lc, hence (X, t(G+ lR)) is strongly non-exceptional,
therefore there exist a n(d, t)-complement Ω ≥ t(G+ lR). Now consider Θ := B + tmA−
t
mlG for t
sufficiently small. Since KX +Θ ∼Q 0, we can see it is sub ǫ(t, l,m)-lc since its crepant pullback is
just BX¯ +
t
mAX¯ −
t
mlGX¯ . Now let ∆ :=
1
2(Ω+Θ), we see KX +∆ ∼Q 0 and (X,∆) is ǫ/2-lc (since
∆ ≥ 0 by construction). Also we see that coefficients of ∆ belong to a finite set depending only on
t,m, l, n. Hence we can apply 6.1 again and we are done.
Hence the remaining of the section is basically verify that all the criteria in 6.2 is satisfied.
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6.2 Various Bounds on Exceptional Pairs
Here we discuss various bounds that exist on exceptional pairs.
Lemma 6.3 (Bounds on Singularities). Let d, p ∈ N, and Φ ⊂ [0, 1] a fixed DCC set. There exists
ǫ > 0 such that if (X ′, B′ +M ′) exceptional pair, X fano type, B′ ∈ Φ and pM b-Cartier, then
∀0 ≤ P ′ ∼R −(KX′ +B
′ +M ′), (X ′, B′ + P ′ +M ′) is ǫ-lc.
Proof. We proceed by contradiction. Assume ǫ is arbitrarily close to 0. Firstly note (X ′, B′ +
P ′ + M ′) is generalised klt. pick D, prime divisor on birational model of X such that a :=
a(D,X ′, B′+P ′+M ′) is minimal. Consider extraction of divisor D via X ′′
φ
−→ X ′, (see 2.3). Write
KX′′ + B
′′ + P ′′ + M ′′ = φ∗(KX′ + B
′ + P ′ + M ′), where P ′′ := φ∗P ′. Then say µD(B
′′) = c
and µD(P
′′) = e, we have c + e = 1 − a by construction. We want to apply 2.50, hence we
run MMP on −(KX′′ + B
′′ + cD + M ′′) ∼R P
′′ − cD ≥ 0, we end with a minimal model say
(X ′′′, B′′′ + cD′′′ + M ′′′). Define θ′′′ := (B′′′ + cD′′′)≤1−ǫ +
⌈
(B′′′ + CD′′′)>1−ǫ
⌉
≥ B′′′ + cD′′′,
and we have µD′′′θ
′′′ = 1, where ǫ is given in 2.50 (we assume a < ǫ). Finally run MMP on
−(KX′′′ − θ
′′′ +M ′′′) we end with minimal model (X¯, θ¯ + M¯), where µD¯θ¯ = 1 by 2.10. However
we can let X be the common resolution of X ′,X ′′,X ′′′, X¯. Then we have (KX¯ + θ¯ + M¯)|X ≥
(KX′′′ +θ
′′′+M ′′′)|X ≥ (KX′′ +B
′′+ cD′′+M ′′)|X ≥ (KX′ +B
′+M ′)|X , which implies (X¯, θ¯+M¯)
is exceptional by 2.5, this is contradiction as (X¯, θ¯+ M¯) is not generalised klt and −(KX¯ + θ¯+ M¯)
is semi-ample, (which means we can define exceptional).
Lemma 6.4. [Bound on exceptional threshold] Let d, p ∈ N, and Φ ⊂ [0, 1] a fixed DCC set. There
exists β ∈ (0, 1) such that if (X ′, B′ +M ′) exceptional pair of dimension d, X fano type and Q-
factorial, B′ ∈ Φ,pM b-Cartier and −(KX′ + B
′ +M ′) is nef, then (X ′, B′ + αM ′) is exceptional
for all α ∈ (β, 1)
Proof. Assume the lemma is false, then there is (X ′i, B
′
i +M
′
i) and αi such that (X
′
i, B
′
i + αiM
′
i)
not exceptional and αi → 1. We firstly note that it does make sense to say (X
′
i, B
′
i + αiM
′
i) is not
exceptional since −(KX′
i
+B′i+αiM
′
i) is nef. Hence there exist 0 ≤ P
′
i ∼R −(KX′i +B
′
i+M
′
i) such
that (X ′, P ′i + B
′
i + αiM
′
i) is not generalised klt. then we apply the standard method of letting
Ω′i := B
′
i + tiP
′
i where ti is the lct of P
′
i . Consider Q-factorial dlt model (X
′′,Ω′′ + αiM
′′) of
(X ′,Ω′ + αiM
′). Now choose B∼i ≤ Γ
′′
i ≤ Ω
′′
i such that ⌊Γ
′′
i ⌋ 6= 0 and Γ
′′
i ∈ Φ. The idea is to apply
ACC theorem in some form to derive contradiction. We observe that −(KX′′
i
+ Γ′′i + αiM
′′
i ) =
(1− ti)P
′′
i + (Ω
′′
i − Γ
′′
i ) ≥ 0 where P
′′
i is pull back of P
′
i . Now we run MMP on −(KX′′i +Γ
′′
i +M
′′
i )
and we end with (X¯i, Γ¯i + M¯i). If we can show that (X¯i, Γ¯i + M¯i) is a lc minimal model then we
are done, since it is not exceptional by construction, hence we get (X ′, B′ +M ′) not exceptional,
which is a contradiction.
Now we show (X¯i, Γ¯i + M¯i) is a lc minimal model. Notice that −(KX′′
i
+ Ω′′i + αiM
′′
i ) is nef
by construction and (X ′′,Ω′′i + αiM
′′
i ) is generalised lc, we get by negativity (X¯, Ω¯i + αiM¯i) is
generalised lc. Now by ACC ([3],[9],1.5) and αi → 1, we must have (X¯, Ω¯i + M¯i) is generalised
lc for all i >> 0. Now assume the MMP end with Mori Fibre space, we get X¯i → Ti extremal
contraction with dimTi < d and we have (KX¯i + Γ¯i + M¯i) ample over Ti. If we let λi be the
maximum such that (KX¯i + Γ¯i + λiM¯i) is nef over Ti, we get KX¯i + Γ¯i + λiM¯i ≡ 0/Ti. Then by
apply ACC on general fibres we see that λi is bounded away from 1. Hence we get KX¯i +Γ¯i+αiM¯i
is ample over Ti. This is a contradiction since KX¯i + Γ¯i + αiM¯i ∼R −((1 − ti)P¯i + (Ω¯i − Γ¯i) ≤ 0
which is a contradiction.
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We need this in order to get a bounded m such that | −mKX | defines a birational map using
4.4.
Prop 6.5. [Bounds on Volume] Let d, p ∈ N and Φ ⊂ [0, 1] a fixed DCC set. Then there is
v(d, p) > 0 such that if (X ′, B′ +M ′) generalised klt of dimension d, B′ ∈ Φ, pM is b-Cartier and
big, and KX′ +B
′ +M ′ ∼R 0, then vol(−KX′) < v
Proof. We firstly note that it is clear that X ′ is Fano type since M ′ is big. Also it is clear that
it is exceptional. By taking small Q-factorization, we can assume X is Q-factorial. (note that
Q-factorization preserves KX′ + B
′ + M ′ ∼R 0, but may not preserve exceptionalness). Now
assume vol(−KX′
i
) → ∞. By boundedness of extremal ray, we get KXi + 3dpMi is big, hence
vol(−KX′
i
) ≤ vol(3dpM ′i), which means vol(Mi)→∞. Then there exist δi → 0 rationals such that
vol(−δiMi) > 2d
d. Hence we get vol(−(KX′
i
+ B′ + (1 − δi)Mi)) > (2d)
d), hence for general x, y
there exist 0 ≤ ∆i ∼R −(KX′
i
+B′+(1− δi)M
′
i) such that (X
′
i,∆i) is klt but not lc at x and not lc
at y. In particular, (X ′i, Bi + (1− δi)M
′
i) is not exceptional. However, 1− δi → 1, this contradicts
6.4.
Now we will prove the following lemma which is a requirement for 6.2
Lemma 6.6. [Boundedness on lc threshold] Let d, p, l ∈ N and Φ ⊂ [0, 1] a fixed DCC set. There
exist t(d, p, l,Φ) > 0 such that if (X ′, B′ +M ′) exceptional of dimension d, B ∈ Φ, pM big and
b-Cartier, −(KX′ +B
′+M ′) nef and X ′ fano type and Q-factorial. then ∀L′ ∈ |− lKX′ |, (X
′, tL′)
is klt.
Proof. Assume not, then there exist ti → 0 and (X
′
i, B
′
i +M
′
i), L
′
i as in the lemma with (X, tiL
′
i)
not klt. By 6.4, there is a β < 1 rational, such that (X ′i , B
′
i + βM
′
i) exceptional. Let si :=
lct(L′i,X
′
i , B
′
i + βM
′
i), by assumption, si → 0. Also again, we have KX′i + 3dpM
′
i is big, hence
−1lL
′
i + 3dpMi is big. Now we get −(KX′i + B
′
i + siLi + βMi) is big by above. This means we
can find −(KX′
i
+ B′i + siLi + (1 − β)Mi) ∼R Pi ≥ 0. This contradicts the exceptionalness of
(X ′i, B
′
i + βM
′
i).
6.3 Proof of Theorem 1.6
Firstly we need to show that the set of exceptional weak fano variety is bounded.
Lemma 6.7. Assuming theorem 1.4 for d-1 and theorem 1.5 for dimension d, then the set of
exceptional weak fano variety form a bounded family.
Proof. Step 0: Assume the lemma is false, i.e. there is Xi are exceptional weak fano that no
subsequence is bounded. By standard procedure,as in 2.1.6, we can reduce to the case when Xi are
fano varieties. Let ǫi to be the minimal log discrepancy of Xi and let ǫ = limsupǫi. If ǫ = 1, then
by 4.7 and potential passing to a subsequence, there exist a fixed m ∈ N such that |−mKXi | defines
a birational map. Hence picking 0 ≤ Ci ∈ | − mKXi |, we have (Xi,
1
mCi) klt as Xi exceptional.
Hence applying 6.1, we get Xi bounded. Hence it suffice to prove the case when ǫ < 1.
Step 1 (Direct MMP): Note by using Xi exceptional, and 6.1, it suffices to show that Xi has
a n-complement for some bounded n. We wlog ǫi → ǫ by passing to subsequence. Extract Di
via X ′i
φi−→ Xi with a(Di,Xi, 0) = ǫi, i.e. we have KX′
i
+ (1 − ǫi)Di = φ
∗
i (KXi). Now we claim
that there is a −Di MMP and which ends in X
′′
i → Ti Mori fiber space such that there is some
ti ≥ 0 with KX′′
i
+ (1 − ǫi)D
′′
i + tiD
′′
i globally anti-nef and ≡ 0/Ti and all extremal ray in the
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MMP intersects KX′′
i
+ (1 − ǫi)D
′′
i + tiD
′′
i non-negatively: Indeed let si be maximum such that
−(KX′
i
+(1− ǫi)D
′
i+ siD
′
i) is nef) and let R be the extremal ray corresponding to it. hence we get
from construction (KX′
i
+ (1 − ǫi)D
′
i + sD
′
i)R = 0 and Di · R < 0, which means it is a −Di MMP.
Now we contract R. We stop if we hit a MFS and set ti = si, else we continue decreasing s as above.
Also note cleary from construction, we have −(KX′
i
+ (1 − ǫi)D
′
i + tiD
′
i)R ≥ −(si − t)D
′
i · R ≥ 0.
Also note by negativity we have (X ′′i , (1− ǫi)D
′′
i + tiD
′′
i ) is also exceptional.
Step 2: Define ei := (1− ǫi) + ti ≥ (1− ǫi). Hence we have −(KX′′
i
+ eiD
′′
i ) is semi-ample, so there
exist 0 ≤ P ′′i ∼Q −(KX′′i +eiD
′′
i ). Let KXi+Pi be the crepant pullback of KX′′i +eiD
′′
i +P
′′
i . Notice
we have Pi ≥ 0 by negativity and all extremal rays in the MMP are KX′′
i
+ eiD
′′
i non-negative.
Now by 6.3, we have ∃δ > 0 independent of i such that (Xi, Pi) is δ-lc. Hence (X
′′
i , eiD
′′
i ) also δ-lc.
Now apply 1.3 to the general fibers of X ′′i → Ti (since we have KX′′i + eiD
′′
i ∼Q 0 on general fibres
and ei is bounded away from 0), which, in term by [1] 2.22, implies ei lies in some finite set. Now if
dimTi > 0, then by 5.3, KX′′
i
+ eiD
′′
i has a n-complement, say Bi. If dimTi = 0, then X
′′
i now form
a bounded family, hence the Cartier index of KX′′
i
+ eiD
′′
i is bounded, which implies it also has a
n-complement. Either way, by pulling complements back, we see that Xi also has a n-complements
Bi, say. This implies (Xi, Bi) is klt as Xi, exceptional. Hence again we have Xi bounded which is
a contradiction.
Proof of Theorem 1.6. The idea is the same as the proof of 6.7. We first construct compliments
and we are done if it is klt. If it is not, we will try to modify the complement so eventually we get
klt n-complements and we can apply 6.1.
Step 0: Firstly note it is clear it suffices to prove X ′ form a bounded family and apply 2.4. Hence it
suffices to show X ′ has a klt a-complement for some bounded a. Firstly we show we can construct
some lc m-complements. Consider applying 2.1.6, and applying 4.4, we can assume | −mKX′ | (m
bounded) defines a birational map and take the m-complement, C ′ := 1m(A
′ + R′) using the same
notation as in the proof of 4.4. Hence we assume (X ′, C ′) is lc but not klt.
Step 1: We construct ∆′ := B
′
2 +
1
2mR
′ and N := 12M+
1
2mA is nef. Hence we see that (X
′,∆′+N ′)
is generalised lc and −(K ′X + ∆
′ + N ′) is nef. If (X ′,∆′ + N ′) is not exceptional, then we can
find a l-complement ∆′+ := ∆′ + G′(l bounded). By letting B′+ := B′ + 2G′, we can show that
(X ′, B′+ + M ′) is klt and exceptional and (X ′ + 12 (B
′+ + ∆′+) + 12(M
′ + N ′) is generalised klt
and exceptional. Hence we can assume KX′ + B
′ +M ′ ∼Q 0 and generalised klt and exceptional.
Alternative method can be used to make sure KX′ + B
′ + M ′ ∼Q 0 and generalised klt and
exceptional when (X ′,∆′ +N ′) is exceptional.
Step 2: we are ready to apply 6.2. Now since KX′ + B
′ +M ′ ∼Q 0, we can replace X
′ by X¯ ′ (we
obtain X¯ ′ by MMP on −KX′ and note all assumption are preserved.) Hence we get there exist
bounded m such that |−mKX′ | and KX′ has a m-complement. Also we can apply 6.5 and 6.6, and
then apply 6.2 to get all these X ′ lie in a bounded family. Hence Cartier index of KX′ is bounded,
hence there exist a bounded s such that | − sKX′ | is base point free, which implies KX′ has a klt
s-complement, hence we are done.
7 Final Induction Step
Finally we will show theorem 1.5 can be showed inductively.
Proof of : theorem 1.4 and 1.5 in dimension d− 1 =⇒ theorem 1.5 in dimension d. We omit the
proof here since the proof are essentially the same, except some minor adjustment.
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8 Extra Preliminaries for Proof of BAB
8.1 Sequences of Blow Up
We will introduce some notation on blowups and basic properties that will be useful for the proof of
theorem 1.8. Let X be a smooth variety and let Xp → Xp−1 → ...→ X1 → X0 := X be a sequence
of smooth, i.e. each Xi+1 → Xi be a blowup along a smooth subvariety Ci on Xi of codimension
≥ 2. We call p the length of blowup and the exceptional divisor of Xi+1 → Xi is called Ei.
Let Γ be a reduced divisor where (X,Γ) is log smooth. We say such a blow up sequence as above is
toroidal with respect to (X,Γ) if for each i, there centre Ci is a stratum of KXi + Γi, the pullback
of KX + Γ. Note this is equivalent to saying all Ei are lc place of (X,Γ).
Let T be a divisor over X. Assume for each i, Ci is the centre of T on X. Then we call it a sequence
of centred blowup associated to T . By [7], 2.45, after finitely many steps T is obtained on Xp, i.e.
T is the exceptional divisor Ep. We say T is obtained by a centred blowup of length p.
Now suppose further we have we sequence of centred blowup for T toroidal with respect to (X,Γ)
of length p and Ep = T (i.e. T is a lc place of (X,Γ). Then we have µTφ
∗(Γ) ≥ p + 1, where
φ : Xp → X: Indeed we clearly have, by construction, Ci ⊂ Ei for each i. For 0 ≤ i < p, we have
Ci is a codimension ≥ 2 lc centre of (Xi,Γi). Also by construction, when i > 0, we have Ci ⊂ Ei.
Hence we get µEi+1φ
∗
i+1Γ ≥ µEiφ
∗
iΓ + 1 ≥ i+ 2 by induction.
9 Preparation for the Proof of BAB
Our goal in this section is to show theorem 1.8 implies theorem 1.7. The basic idea is to run MMP
and end with a Mori fiber space and either apply induction or we have to deal with the picard
number 1 case separately, which is the following lemma.
Lemma 9.1. Let d ∈ N and ǫ > 0. Assuming Theorem 1.8 in dimension d and theorem 1.1 in
dimension d−1, there exists v(d, ǫ) > 0 such that if X is ǫ-lc Fano, ρ(X) = 1 and 0 ≤ L ∼R −KX ,
then L ≤ v.
Given this we will show the main result here.
Prop 9.2. Assuming Theorem 1.8 in dimension d and theorem 1.1 in dimension d−1, then theorem
1.7 hold in dimension d.
Proof. Fix ǫ′ ∈ (0, ǫ) and pick 0 ≤ L ∼R −(KX + B), let s be largest such that (X,B + sL) is
ǫ′-lc, hence it suffices to show s is bounded away from 0. Choose T such that a(T,X,B + sL) = ǫ′.
Replacing X with small Q-factorization, we assume X is Q-factorial. Let φ : Y → X be the
extraction of T as in2.3. Let KY + BY := φ
∗(KX + B) and LY := φ
∗L. By construction and ǫ-lc
of (X,B) we get µTLY ≥
ǫ−ǫ′
s . Therefore it suffice to show µTLY is bounded above.
Now as (Y,BY + sLY ) is klt weak log fano, we run MMP on −T and end with a Mori fiber space
Y ′ → Z(Note T is not contracted). Since −(KY +BY +sLY ) is nef and big, we get (Y
′, BY ′ +sLY ′)
is also ǫ′-lc. Also we have −(KY ′ +BY ′ +sLY ′) ∼R (1−s)L
′
Y ≥ 0. If dimZ = 0, then Y
′ is fano and
ρ(Y ′) = 1, hence by 9.1, we have µT (1− s)LY ′ is bounded above, which implies µTLY ′ is bounded
away (we may assume s ≤ 12). If dimZ > 0, then by restricting to general fiber of Y
′ → Z, and
apply induction, we see coefficients of components of (1−s)LY ′ horizontal over Z is bounded above.
In particular, again we have µT (1− s)LY ′ is bounded from above.
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Proof of 9.1. Let T be a component of L, since ρ(X) = 1, we have L ≡ uT for some u > 0, Hence
it suffice to show u is bounded from above since µTL ≤ u. we will hence assume L = uT , (note we
only have L ≡ −KX), which means L is still ample. Also we may assume u ≥ 1 else the claim is
trivial. Now by theorem 1.4, KX has a n(d)-complement KX +Ω, and by theorem 1.2, we can also
assume | − nKX | defines a birational map and vol(−KX) is bounded above.
Now we apply lemma 4.6 and we will use the same notation. Hence we get a bounded log smooth
family (X¯,ΣX¯) ∈ P. If X ′ → X, X¯ be a common resolution and define AX′ , AX¯ , A similarly. Note
we have AX′ is the pullback of AX¯ and ΣX¯ contain the expcetional divisor of X¯ 99K X and birational
transform of Ω := 1m(A+R) (since A+R is a general element in | −mKX |) by construction. Now
let KX¯ +BX¯ and KX¯ +ΩX¯ be crepant pullback of KX +B and KX +Ω and we have (X¯,BX¯) is
sub ǫ-lc and (X¯,ΩX¯) is sub-lc. Also ΩX¯ ≤ ΣX¯ , hence we get a(T, X¯,ΣX¯) ≤ a(T,X,Ω) ≤ 1.
Step 2: Now we bound certain coefficients we just defined. Let ΩX¯ be the pushdown of Ω|X′ to
X¯. Since Supp(AX¯) ⊂ ΣX¯ and AX¯ is big, there exist l and very ample H very ample depending
only on P, such that lAX¯ − H is big. Therefore Ω¯H
d−1 = Ω|X′H|
d−1
X′ ≤ vol(H|X′ + Ω|X′) ≤
vol(lAX′ +Ω|X′) ≤ vol(lA+Ω) ≤ vol(−(lm+ 1)KX ) is bounded above, hence Ω¯ is bounded from
above. Hence using (X¯,ΩX¯) is sub-lc, we see that if KX¯ + ΓX¯ be the pullback of KX to X¯, then
negative coefficients of ΓX¯ is bounded from below since ΓX¯ + Ω¯ = ΩX¯ ≤ 1. Therefore we deduce
negative coefficients of BX¯ is bounded from below, hence there exists a ∈ (0, 1) depending only
P such that ∆ := aBX¯ + (1 − a)ΣX¯ ≥ 0 and (X¯,∆) is aǫ-lc. Further more by replacing H by a
bounded multiple we can assume H − ΩX¯ is ample (note we have showed by ΩX¯ has coefficients
bounded from above and below). Also since BX¯ ∼R ΩX¯ , we have H − ∆ is ample and we can
assume there is r depending only on P such that Hd ≤ r.
Step 3: Let M be the pushdown of T |X′ to X¯ . If T is a divisor on X¯, then we are done since
uT ≡ ΩX¯ , and we get u is bounded from above. Hence we assume T is exceptional over X¯.
Hence support of M is in ΣX¯ , therefore we wlog H −M is ample. Now applying theorem 1.8,
we get there exist t > 0 depending only on ǫ, d, r such that (X¯,∆ + tM) is klt. Hence t > 1u as
a(T, X¯,∆+ 1uM) ≤ a(T, X¯,∆)− 1 ≤ 0 by negativity since T is ample.
We also need a theorem for complements in the following form which has almost the same proof
as 5.4. Hence we omit the proof.
Prop 9.3. Let d ∈ N and R ⊂ [0, 1] be a finite set of rational numbers. There exists n divisible by
I(R) depending only on d,R such that if (X,B) projective lc pair of dimension d with B ∈ R, (X, 0)
is Q-factorial klt, S is a component of ⌊B⌋, M semi-ample Cartier divisor on X with M |S ∼ 0
and M − (KX + B) is ample, then there is a divisor 0 ≤ G ∼ (n + 1)M − n(KX + B) such that
(X,B+ := B + 1nG) is lc near S.
Also we need a variant of 4.1.
Lemma 9.4. Let X be a smooth projective variety of dimension d with A very ample divisor on
X with Ad ≤ r. Let L ≥ 0 be a R-divisor such that degAL ≤ r. Then there exists t(d, r) > 0 such
that (X, tL) is klt.
Proof. The outline of the proof: cut by general hyperplane section of |A| and apply induction.
Prop 9.5 ([1], Theorem 1.6). Assume Theorem 1.1 hold in dimension d−1, then there exists v > 0
such that if X is weak ǫ-lc weak fano of dimension d then vol(−KX) ≤ v.
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10 Proof of BAB and Theorem 1.8
Now we are ready to start proving theorem 1.8. Firstly it is easy to see that 1.8 can be easily
reduced to a statement regarding boundedness of coefficients in blowup as in the next proposition.
Prop 10.1. Let d, r, ǫ as in theorem 1.8 and let n ∈ N. Assume theorem 1.8 in dimension d − 1,
then ∃ q(d, r, ǫ, n) > 0 such that if (X,B) is ǫ-lc, A very ample with Ad ≤ r, Λ ≥ 0 with nΛ integral,
L ≥ 0 an R-divisor, A − B,A − Λ, A − L ample, (X,Λ) lc near x, T is a lc place of (X,Λ) with
centre the closure of x, a(T,X,B) ≤ 1, then for any φ : W → X resolution such that T is a divisor
on W , we have µTφ
∗T ≤ q.
The following lemma guarantees such bounded n and Λ exists.
Prop 10.2. Let d, r ∈ N and ǫ > 0 and assume theorem 1.8 hold in dimension d − 1, then there
exists 0 < ǫ′ < ǫ and m,n depending only on d, r, ǫ such that if (X,B) a Q-factorial projective
ǫ-lc pair of dimension d, A very ample divisors with Ad ≤ r, L ≥ 0 R-divisor on X such that
(X,B + tL) is ǫ′ lc for some t < r, a(T,X,B + tL) = ǫ′ for some T over X where centre of T is a
closed point {x} on X and A − B,A − L ample, then there exists Λ > 0 such that nΛ is integral,
mA− Γ is ample, (X,Λ) is lc near {x} and T is lc place of (X,Λ).
Now we are ready to prove theorem 1.8.
Proof of Theorem 1.8. We use the notation in the statement of 1.8. It is clear that it suffices to
show lct(X,B, |A|R) ≥ t for some t bounded away from 0. Firstly by taking a small Q-factorization
of X, we can assume X is Q-factorial; Indeed we can do this since X is bounded, hence we can
choose bounded resolution and hence get a bounded family of small Q-factorisation by 2.3 and then
replace A,B accordingly.
Step 1 : Let 0 ≤ L ∼R
1
2A. Let ǫ
′ as in Prop 10.2 and let s be the maximum number such that
(X,B + sL) is ǫ′-lc. Note it suffices to prove s is bounded away from 0. Choose T divisor over X
such that a(T,X,B + sL) = ǫ′. Let x be the generic point of centre of T on X. If x is not a closed
point, then we are done; Indeed, we can cut by general elements of |A| and apply induction and
inversion of adjunction, we get ∃v bounded away from 0, such that (X,B + vL) is lc near x, hence
we can deduce s ≥ (1− ǫ
′
ǫ )v from (X,B) is ǫ-lc. Hence it remains to consider the case when x is a
closed point.
Step 1: Now we can apply 10.2 and by replacing A,C,L by 2mA, 2mC, 2mL, we are ready to apply
10.1 to get a bounded q(d, r, ǫ) such that µTφ
∗L ≤ q for some resolution φ : W → X where T is a
divisor on W . But similarly, we have µTφ
∗L ≥ ǫ
′−ǫ
s from definition of s and (X,B) is ǫ-lc. Hence
again we get s is bounded away from 0, hence completing the proof.
We will also note that theorem 1.1 follows easily from 1.7 and 1.2.
Proof of BAB. We firstly note that the set of ǫ-lc weak Fano variety forms a bounded family; Indeed
this follows from 6.2. All the criteria of 6.2 is satisfied; using theorem 1.7, theorem 1.2, theorem 1.4
and 9.5. Now when −(KX+B) is nef and big, we can run MMP on −KX as in 2.1.6, where we end
with X ′ an ǫ-lc weak Fano, which lies in a bounded family. Hence X ′ has a klt n-complement for
some bounded n, which implies X has klt n-complement by 2.4 . Hence such X form a bounded
family by 6.1.
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10.1 Reduction to Toric Case and Proof of 10.1
Now we will focus on proving 10.1, which has some important new ideas. Now we are ready to give
the proof of the main theorem 5.7. The main idea here is to show that T can be obtained from X
by a bounded number of centred blowup. Then we apply induction on the number of blowup to
reduce the problem when T is obtained from a single blowup, and now the question is more or less
trivial by elementary methods.
Hence firstly we need a lemma to bound the number of blowup to achieve T . This is done via the
help of the following lemma. The following lemma is similar to Noether Normalisation lemma that
helps to reduce certain problems to projective space.
Lemma 10.3. Let (X,Γ :=
∑d
1 Si) be a projective lg smooth pair of dimension d where Γ is reduced.
Let B :=
∑
bjBj ≥ 0 be an R-divisor. Assume x ∈ ∩Si, suppB contains no stratum of (X,Γ) except
at x, A a very ample divisor such that A−Si very ample for each i, then there is a finite morphism
π : X → Pn := Projk[t0, t1, .., td] such that π(x) = z := (1 : 0 : 0 : .. : 0), π(Si) = Hi := Z(ti),
π is etale over a neighbourhood of z, SuppB contains no points of π−1{z} except possibly x and
degπ = Ad and degHiC ≤ degAB where C :=
∑
bjπ(Bj)
Sketch of Proof. Taking Di ∈ |A − Si| general and letting Ri := Si + Di ∼ A, we can assume
(X,
∑
Ri) is log smooth and we may replace Si by Ri since all condition is satisfied. Furthermore
we can choose R0 ∼ A such that (X,
∑d
0 Ri) is still log smooth. ∩
d
0Ri = ∅. Now π is nothing but
the map defined by (f0, f1, .., fd), where div(fi) = Ri−A. All of the remaining properties are easy
computation using elementary algebraic geometry and definition of etale.
Now we can show a lemma that helps to bound the number of blowups.
Lemma 10.4. [Bounds on number of blowups] Let r, d ∈ N, ǫ > 0 and let (X,B) be ǫ-lc dimension
d projective pair with A very ample divisor on X such that Ad ≤ r. Suppose there is Λ such that
(X,Λ) is log smooth and let {x} be a zero dimensional stratum of (X,Λ) such that SuppB contain
no other stratum of (X,Λ). Let T be a lc place of (X,Λ) with centre {x} and a(T,X,B) ≤ 1.
Suppose further that degAB ≤ r and degAΛ ≤ r. Then there exists p(d, ǫ) such that T can be
obtained by a sequence of centre blowup toroidal with respect to (X,Λ) of length at most p.
Proof. We essentially apply 10.3 to reduce the problem to toric cases where is the result is clear.
Firstly we note it suffices to prove for the case k = C
Step 0: We prove the claim assuming (X,Λ) = (Z := Pd = Proj(C[t0, t1, .., td]), θ :=
∑d
1Hi), where
Hi = Z(t
i) and {x} = (1 : 0 : 0 : .. : 0). By [7] we know we can obtain T by a finite sequence of
centred blowup toroidal with respect to (Z, θ). Let p be the length of the blowup sequence and say
we finally achieve T on φ :W → Z. Note W is a toric variety. It suffices to show p is bounded from
above. Let E1, .., Ep be exceptional divisors for each blowup and by construction we have T = Ep.
Hence by 8.1, it is suffices to bound µTφ
∗(θ) from above since µTφ
∗θ ≥ p+1. Now let E :=
∑p−1
1 Ei
and run toric MMP on E over Z which terminates on ψ :W ′ → Z where the only exception divisor
is T since all components of E are contracted by negativity. Let KW ′ + B
′ = ψ∗(KZ +B), where
µTB
′ > 0 by a(T,Z,B) ≤ 1 and hence (W ′, B′) is ǫ-lc. Now run a MMP on −KW ′ ends with a
ǫ-lc weak toric fano variety W ′′ (−KW ′ is big since −KW is big). Now it is well known that ǫ-lc
weak toric fano varieties of dimension d forms a bounded family hence there is a bounded n such
that | −nKW ′′ | is base point free by base point freeness (as the Cartier index of KW ′′ is bounded).
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Hence KW ′′ has klt n complement ΩW ′′, and by 2.4, KW ′ has a klt n complement ΩW ′ and pushing
down to Z gives a klt n complement Ω for KZ . Hence as nΩ is integral and Z is smooth, we have
(Z,Ω) is 1n -lc and degHiΩ = −degHiKZ = d+1 is bounded and (Z,Supp(θ+Ω)) is bounded. Hence
by 4.1, there is a u > 0 bounded away from zero such that (Z,Ω + uθ) is klt. In particular since
KW ′ +ΩW ′ = ψ
∗(KZ +Ω) and ΩW ′ ≥ 0, we have µTφ
∗θ = µTψ
∗θ ≤ 1u , which shows p is bounded.
Step 1: Now we will reduce the general case to the case above. Firstly since the claim only depends
locally near {x}, we remove any components of Λ that doesn’t contain {x} and assume Λ =
∑d
1 Si
and ∩iSi = {x}. Now after replacing A by bounded multiples, we can apply 10.3 and get a
π : X → Z = Pd etale over z = (1 : 0 : 0 : ..0) with π(x) = z. Also we can define as in 10.3
C := π(B) and θ :=
∑d
1Hi. Note that (X,B), (Z,C) are analytically isomorphic near x, z and so
are (X,Λ), (Z, θ). Hence (Z,C) is ǫ-lc near z and say R is a lc place of (Z, θ) corresponding to T
with centre z. It is easy to check all condition are satisfied by X,B,Λ are also satisfied by Z,C, θ
except we only know (Z,C) is ǫ-lc near z.
Step 2: Hence we will now modify C to make (Z,C) has good singularities everywhere. We claim
there exists t > 0 such that (Z, tC + θ) is lc away from z. Notice it is clear that we are done given
the claim; Indeed, we can let D = (1 − t2)θ +
t
2C and we have (Z,D) is
t
2ǫ-lc and −(KZ + D) is
ample for t small by looking at degree. Therefore we can construct ∆ ≥ 0 such that (Z,∆) is tǫ2 -lc
and KZ+∆ ∼R 0, and a(R,Z,∆) ≤ 1, which is the case of step 0 by replacing X,B,Λ with Z,∆, θ.
Now we will show the claim. Let y ∈ Z\{z}. If y 6∈ Suppθ, we can just apply 9.4. If y ∈ Suppθ, let
G be the stratum of (Z, θ) that contains y of the smallest dimension, note dimG ≥ 1 since y 6= z.
Then by adjunction, we get KG + tC|G = (KZ + θ + tC)|G near y. Therefore we are done again
by applying inversion of adjunction and induction. This proves the claim and finishes the proof of
the proposition.
Now we will use 10.4 to show 10.1.
Proof of 10.1. Step 0: We firstly reduced to problem to something that we can almost apply 10.4.
First by induction and cutting by hyperplane sections of general members of |A|, we can assume {x}
is a closed point. Also since nΛ is integral, we have (X, supp(A+Λ)) is bounded. Let W → X be a
log resolution of (X,Λ) such that there exists AW very ample on W and θW := Supp(Λ)
∼+ exc/X
such that (W,AW +θW ) form a bounded family. Since (X,Λ) is lc near x, we have a(T,W, θW ) = 0
hence T is a lc place of (W, θW ) and let G be its centre onW . LetKW+BW = (KX+B)|W . We have
coefficients of BW are bounded from below since A−B is ample and X is bounded family (note here
we are using our specific choice of bounded W ). Hence there exists t > 0 sufficiently small depend-
ing only on d, r, ǫ, such that ∆W := tBW +(1−t)θW ≥ 0 and a(T,W,∆W ) = ta(T,W,BW ) ≤ t ≤ 1.
Let LW := L|W , we can now replace (X,B,Λ, A, x, L) by (W,∆W , θW , AW , G, LW ). Hence from
now on we can assume (X,Λ) is log smooth and Λ is reduced and by applying above again assume
{x} is a closed point. Note that we are ready to apply 10.4 but need suppB not contain any stratum
of (X,Λ) other than x.
Step 1: Here we reduce to the case when SuppB only contain a bounded number of zero di-
mensional stratum of (X,Λ). By induction and cutting by H ∈ |A| general hyperplane and apply
inversion of adjunction, we can assume there is a t(d, r, ǫ) > 0 such that (X,B + tB) is ǫ/2-
lc except at finitely and bounded many closed points. Let ψ : V → X be a log resolution of
(X,B) where T is a divisor on V . Let ΓV = (1 + t)B
∼ + (1 − ǫ4)
∑
iEi + (1 − a)T where Ei are
all the exceptional divisors other than T and a = a(T,X,B). Similar to proof of 10.2, we have
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KV +ΓV = ψ
∗(KX+B)+tB
∼+F = ψ∗(KX+B+tB)+G, where F :=
∑
i(a(Ei,X,B)−ǫ/4)Ei ≥ 0
and T /∈ SuppF and G :=
∑
i(a(Ei,X, (1+ t)B)− ǫ/4)Ei+(a
′−a)T where a′ := a(T,X, (1+ t)B).
Notice that if dimψ(Ei) > 0, then µEiG ≥ 0 by construction of t and F,G both exceptional over
X. Now we can run MMP on KV + ΓV over X and we end up with minimal model Y since
KV +ΓV ∼R tB
∼+F/X ≥ 0. Notice that this is also a MMP on G hence by negativity, we see that
this MMP contracts all terms of G with positive coefficients, hence π : Y → X is an isomorphism
over X\{finitely many closed points}. Also T is not contracted since T /∈ Supp(tB∼ + F ). Let
AY := A|Y , by boundedness of extremal rays and base point freeness, we have KY + ΓY + 3dAY
is nef and big and semi ample globally. Pick 0 ≤ DY ∼R
1
t (KY + ΓY + 3dAY ) with coefficients
of DY ≤ 1 − ǫ and DY general. Also let D := π∗DY . We see that SuppD contain no positive
dimensional stratum of (X,Λ) since π is isomorphism over X except over finitely closed points. It
can be easily verified that D ∼R B +
1
t (KX + B + 3dA) and a(T,X,D) = a(T,X,B) ≤ 1. Also
there is a bounded m ∈ N such that mA−D is ample since D ∼R B+
1
t (KX +B+3dA). Hence we
can replace B and D and assume SuppB contain no positive dimensional stratum of (X,Λ) except
at possibly bounded finitely many closed points.
Step 2: Now we show that we can always reduce to the case when SuppB contain no stratum
of (X,Λ) other than x. Say y 6= x is such a stratum. Let X ′ → X be the blowup at y and E′
is the exceptional divisor and let KX′ + B
′, KX′ + Λ
′, L′ be the pullback to X ′. Then we have
µE′B
′ ≥ −d + 1 by the blowup formula and µE′Λ
′ = 1, hence by choosing β := 12d say, we have
B′′ := βB′+(1−β)Λ′ ≥ 0 and (X,′ , B′′) is βǫ-lc. Now replace X,B,Λ, L, ǫ by X ′, B′′,Λ′, L′, βǫ, we
can remove one of zero dimensional stratum of (X,Λ), which is contained in SuppB. Now repeating
this process a bounded number of times and applying step 1, we can assume SuppB contain no
stratum of (X,Λ) except {x}. This puts allows us to apply step 3 to finish the proof.
Step 3: Firstly we settle the case when SuppB contains no stratum of (X,Λ) except possibly at x.
Here we can apply 10.4, and get there exists p(d, r, ǫ) such that v : V = Xl → ...→ X1 → X0 = X
a sequence of centred blowup such that l ≤ p and T is a divisor on Xl. In particular X1 → X is a
blowup at x. We can define as in step 2, B′1 := βB1 + (1− β)Λ1 ≥ 0 and (X1, B
′
1) is βǫ-lc and l is
reduced by 1. If centre of T not a closed point, we apply step 0 and we are done. If centre of T
is still a closed point we apply Step 2 and Step 3 and apply induction on length of blowup. Since
the length of blowup is bounded above by p, we know for at most repeating this whole process p
times, we will get to x is not a closed point, hence we are done by Step 0. Hence eventually, we
can find a q(d, r, ǫ, p) > 0 such that µT v
∗L ≤ q. This completes the proof.
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10.2 Construction of Λ from complements
Proof of 10.2. We first follow the same idea as in proof of 10.1. We construct some birational
model Y where we can apply the theorem of complements as in 9.3.
Step 0: Let ǫ′ be given as in ACC of log canonical threshold in the sense that if (Y, (1− ǫ′)S) is Q-
factorial projective klt of dimension d, with S reduced then (Y, S) is lc. Applying same arguments
as in proof of 10.1, we choose a v > 0 depending only on d, r, ǫ such that (X, (1+ v)(B+ tL) is ǫ2 -lc
except possibly at finitely many points. LetW
φ
−→ X be log resolution of (X,B+L) such that T is a
divisor onW . Define ΓW := (1+v)(B
∼+tL∼)+
∑
(1− ǫ
′
4 )Ei+(1−ǫ
′)T , where Ei are all expception
divisor over X on W . It is easy to see that KW + ΓW ≡ φ
∗(KX + B + tL) + v(B
∼ + tL∼) + F ≡
φ∗(KX + (1 + v)(B + tL)) + G, where F ≥ 0 exceptional over X, T not a component of F , G
exceptional over X, and all Ei components of G, which has positive dimension centre on X have
positive coefficients. Now run MMP on KW +ΓW , we end with a model Y
′ → X where all such Ei
with positive dimension centre are contracted by negativity, hence Y ′ → X is isomorphism over the
complements of finitely many points. Also note since T not a component of F , T is still a divisor
on Y ′.Let AY ′ := A|Y ′
Step 1: Let ψ : Y → X be the extremal extraction of T and let AY := A|Y . Notice that by
construction (Y, (1 − ǫ′)T ) is klt hence we have (Y, T ) lc. In order to apply 9.3, we will now show
∃ l bounded such that lAY − (KY + T ) is ample. Let KY +ΓY and AY be pushdown of KY ′ +ΓY ′
and AY ′ . We claim that KY + ΓY + 3dAY is in fact ample; Indeed, if C is a curve on Y that
is contracted over X, then (KY + ΓY + 3dAY ) · C = v(B
∼ + tL∼) · C ≥ vtL∼ · C > 0 (since
FY = 0, µTψ
∗L > 0 by construction, 0 = ψ∗L · C = L∼ · C + µTψ
∗L(T · C) and T · C < 0
since the contraction is extremal). Now if C is not contracted over X, then AY · C > 0 and
(KY + ΓY + 2dAY ) · C = (KY ′ + ΓY ′ + 2dAY ′) · C ≥ 0 since Y
′
99K Y is isomorphism over ηC
and KY ′ +ΓY ′ +2dAY ′ is globally semi ample by base point free theorem and bounds on length of
extremal rays.
Observe we have from construction KY +ΓY = ψ
∗(KX +B + tL) + v(B
∼ + tL∼) and KY +B
∼ +
tL∼+ (1− ǫ′)T = ψ∗(KX +B+ tL). Also noting that A−B,A−L both ample implies that there
is a bounded l′ such that l′AY − (KY + (1− ǫ
′)T ) is ample since
l′AY − (KY + (1− ǫ
′)T ) = ψ∗[(l′ −
3d
v
)A− (1 +
1
v
)(KX +B + tL)] +
1
v
(KY + ΓY + 3dAY )
Hence there is a l such that 3lAY − (KY + T ) is ample since
3lAY − (KY + T ) = (lAY − (KY + (1 − ǫ
′)T )) + (lAY − αψ
∗(B + tL)) + (lAY + α(B
∼ + tL∼))
where α is such that µTαψ
∗(B + tL) = ǫ′ (note α is bounded from above). The first summand is
ample by above, the second is clearly nef and the last is also ample since lAY + α(B
∼ + tL∼) =
[(l − 3dv )AY −
1
v (ψ
∗(KX +B + tL))] +
α
v (KY + ΓY + 3dAY ).
Step 2: We can now apply 9.3 and get a 0 ≤ PY ∼ (n+1)lAY −n(KY +T ) such that (Y, T +
1
nPY )
is lc near T . Let Λ by pushdown of ΛY := T +
1
nPY . Finally it can be easily verified that Λ satisfies
all the claim we want.
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